
Before the artisanal ice cream shop,  
“eco-chic” gourmet food purveyor, and the  
3D-printing lab moved into Industry City in 
Sunset Park, Brooklyn, the massive industrial  
complex was a hardscrabble emblem of the 

borough’s old working waterfront. Built at 
the turn of the 20th century, the six-million-
square-foot complex, first known as Bush 
Terminal, was described as an “industrial 
city within a city.”            continued on page 9 

One year after Tod Williams Billie Tsien 
Architects experienced the loss of one of 
its best-known buildings, the American 
Folk Art Museum        continued on page 10 

In February, The Museum of 
Modern Art and MoMA PS1 

selected Andrés Jaque and 
his New York/Madrid–based 

practice, Office for Political 
Innovation, as winners of 
the annual Young Architects 
Program, or YAP. Now in its 
16th year, YAP is an invited 
continued on page 5 
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His lightweight roof  
constructions made him 
famous to the general public. 
Architects wanted to value 
his life achievements by 
honoring him with the 2015 
Pritzker Prize, which the 
visionary architect received 
on March 23, 14 days after 
he passed away in his native 
Germany. 
 Frei Otto was influential  
to architects and architecture 
students globally, but his 
work resonated in Central 
Europe beyond the time 
frames of the historical eras of  
modernism, postmodernism, 
deconstructivism, and more 
recent disciplinary schools 
of thought. His work at the 
Institut für Leichtbau and  
its I.L. publications operated  
as reference manuals for  
rigorous investigations. Many  
of his investigations into 
physical phenomena still find  
their way into computational 
design today. The rigor in 
the work lead to precise  
descriptions, structured in 
the          continued on page 13 
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Frei Otto, 1925–2015, 
Awarded Pritzker Prize

speCial seCTion: faCades 
an surveys THe laTesT developmenTs in THe design and manufTure
of Building enClosure sysTems THaT ComBine HigH levels of  
performanCe wiTH THe flexiBiliTy To aCHieve any aesTHeTiC. also 
we review Cladding and glazing produCTs. see page 21

aTlanTa is emBraCing 
urBanism. see page 16
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Since The Architect’s Newspaper began publishing in November 2003, 
three people have helmed the executive editor position, each of them 
extraordinary in their own way. Cathy Lang Ho, our first executive 
editor, was, and is, an indomitable creative force who brought her 
energy and drive to bear on forging the paper from the seed of an 
idea. The format and editorial direction that she—along with editor-
in-chief William Menking, publisher Diana Darling, art director 
Martin Perrin, and more—put in motion is still alive and evident in 
every issue we produce today. 
 Julie Iovine succeeded Lang Ho in March 2007. Iovine brought a 
heightened level of professionalism and prestige to what has always 
been a scrappy, whether-you-like-us-or-not endeavor. Her critical 
eye and deep knowledge of architecture and design burnished the 
paper’s image and elevated its status from that of an alternative voice 
for the profession to a real contender in the same arena with the  
old-guard, corporate-backed architecture magazines. 
 With Iovine’s departure in August 2012, Alan G. Brake assumed 
control. Brake expanded the paper’s coverage of the important fields 
of landscape architecture and planning, engaging us more fully in the 
ripe and evolving discussion about the future of urban development  
in the 21st century. Brake’s intelligence, fairness, and composure  
permeated every issue he oversaw and went a long way toward 
cementing AN’s standing as the one architecture periodical everyone 
must read from cover to cover. 
 Now the leaf has turned again. On March 16, Aaron Seward (that’s 
me) accepted the job of the fourth executive editor of AN. I will leave 
it to my successor to characterize what I bring to the publication,  
but a few words on my background may be of interest to readers. 
 My involvement with AN began in 2005 when it was still being 
published out of the Tribeca loft apartment of the publisher and 
editor-in-chief. As such, I have had the sincere pleasure of working 
under all of the previous executive editors—as a freelance writer, a 
special projects editor, an associate editor, and finally as managing 
editor during Mr. Brake’s regime—and have been a part of the paper’s  
growth from its genesis as a New York–region insiders journal to a 
national media company that publishes print editions in four regions 
(more than 40 issues per year) as well as produces a daily website 
and blog, reaches out to the public via social media, hosts design 
competitions, and runs a popular conference series. 
 As big as AN has become, the core of our mission has not changed.  
In the very first issue (AN 01_11.10.2003), Menking and Lang Ho 
wrote in this very column that the paper “emerged in part out of 
frustration that so many important architecture and design stories  
never find a place in the news dailies, city weeklies, and design 
monthlies.” Well, the intervening decade-plus has seen an explosion 
in architecture and design coverage, mostly on the Internet. However,  
the majority of this new-media virulence is utter copy-paste  
pablum—content not stories—only good for the eyes-glazed  
ingestion of massive amounts of glossy renderings that have very 
little to do with what architecture is really all about. With AN you 
can be sure that what you are getting is a carefully selected collection  
of independently produced news, commentary, analysis, and cultural  
reporting, assembled and edited to be enlightening as well as enjoyable. 
AAron SewArd 
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CorreCTIonS
In our last editor’s note (“Design Organizations 
Need to Meet The Street,” AN 04_3.18.15) we 
wrote that the Van Alen Institute recently gave 
up its large gallery and library for a storefront 
that barely has room for its staff, let alone public 
events. That was a mischaracterization. In truth, 
the Van Alen’s new space has excess seating 
for future staff and can accommodate up to  
250 standing guests in the back. The institute 
runs a full series of public programs and is  

able to accommodate an audience of up to 100 
people seated. On top of that, the storefront 
has a reading room that provides space for 
study and small discussions. The Van Alen 
agrees with the sentiments expressed in our 
editor’s note that design organizations should 
provide vital public spaces in the city. That  
belief has informed its spring program series, 
which focuses on the way citizens “hang out” 
in the city and includes off-site programs as well 
as discussions at the Van Alen’s West  

22nd Street storefront.

In our recent features articles on lighting design 
(“Moving Lights” and “Darker, Safer,” AN 
04_3.18.15) we failed to give credit to landscape  
architecture firm Hargreaves Associates for 
their contribution to the lighting of two projects: 
Denver Union Station and Brooklyn Bridge Park. 

We regret the errors.

Six months after the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art (MET) opened the revamped OLIN-
designed Fifth Avenue Plaza (David H. Koch 
Plaza), the institution announced its decision 
to hire British architect David Chipperfield  
to redesign its Southwest Wing for modern 
and contemporary art. Renderings have  
yet to be released, but the larger scope of  
the project includes increasing gallery space 
for the collection, doubling the size of the 
Roof Garden, adding on-site storage, and  
improving wayfinding and accessibility to 
and from Central Park. The renovation may 
also extend to the adjacent galleries for the 
Arts of Africa, Oceania, and the Americas. 
This project, along with the Fifth Avenue 
Plaza, marks the first phase of a larger  
plan, dubbed “Building the MET of the 
Future,” developed with Beyer Blinder Belle 
Architects & Planners. 
 “The goal in our work with David and his 
team is to take a giant leap forward in the 
presentation of modern and contemporary 
art at the Met within the broader context  
of our collections across different cultures 
and more than 5,000 years of history, and to 
be able to better tell the multiple narratives of  
the art of our time,” said Thomas P. Campbell,  
MET director and CEO, in a statement. 
 Chipperfield was chosen following a 
yearlong selection process. The architect is 
known for his impressive museum work, 
which includes the rehabilitation of the 
Neues Museum in Berlin and the new Museo 
Jumex in Mexico City, housing the largest 
private art collection in Latin America. 
 “David Chipperfield’s global architectural 
experience and sensibility, along with his 
commitment to the collaborative aspect  
of creating architecture, make him a perfect 
partner on this milestone project,” added 
Campbell. 
 The project buoys the MET’s greater 
mission to broaden its contemporary art 
programming. In February, a substantial  
gift from donors established two new  
curatorships in the Department of Modern 
and Contemporary Art, to support the  
museum’s expansion into the now vacant 
and former home of the Whitney at 945 
Madison Avenue. (Beatrice Galilee assumed 
the new Daniel Bordsky Associate Curator  
of Architecture and Design last year.)  
Its residency at the landmarked Marcel 
Breuer-designed building will commence in 
2016 with a show called Unfinished. 
 Planning for the Southwest Wing is  
already underway, but will first have to  
undergo an extensive review process with 
the city and community and obtain approvals  
before breaking ground.  
nICole AnderSon
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LED pendant luminaires.
The perfect blend of hand-blown glass

and LED technology.

BEGA
LIMBURG Collection

Stiffed!  
The life of an independent architecture curator is always tenuous at best. They 
develop a concept for an exhibit then pitch it to multiple venues in academia and  
museums and spend three to four years realizing the project. The financial rewards  
for such projects are minimal, but usually cover the curator’s costs and allow  
them a modicum of profit. If the curator is good at doing all it takes to realize 
their projects—corralling architects to finish installations, creating catalogues, 
communicating with the media, etc.—they will often be asked to organize  
and curate a biennale or triennale. Such publically financed exhibitions are  
extravaganzas of architecture (or they attempt to be) and all of them try to 
compete with the influence of the Venice Biennale—the first and still the most 
important of the international architecture surveys.  
 These celebrations are a big prize for the mostly young and aspiring curators 
who walk the globe, and a rare chance to actually get paid for their work. But 
the most recent Lisbon Architecture Triennale—Close, Closer—which was curated 
by Beatrice Galilee, José Esparza, Mariana Pestana, and Liam Young—was a 
successful attempt to introduce an entire new generation of architects to an 
international audience. Despite its success, the organization that put the exhibit 
together has told its curators and designers (some of whom invested their own 
money in the project) that they will not be receiving their contracted fees. The 
final dispute ended this month, after a year and half of negotiations. 
 It is true that the Portuguese economy is suffering from the fallout of the  
Euro collapse, but to decide to cut the fee for a contract two years after the event 
is unethical and poor behavior, even in the world of architectural exhibitions. 

HocuS PocuS
David Copperfield can saw himself in half, fly around theaters, and even make  
the Statue of Liberty disappear, but he cannot keep gallons of water inside his 
penthouse pool in Manhattan. The New York Post reported that a pump inside the 
magician’s lap-pool recently malfunctioned, causing water to drain into his four-
story penthouse. Making matters worse, the water traveled from Copperfield’s place  
on the 57th floor all the way down to apartments on the 20th floor. Copperfield 
was in Las Vegas at the time, but was reportedly very distraught to hear what 
happened to his neighbors—sorry, his art collection. 
 “David was terrified,” Ted Blumberg, Copperfield’s lawyer, told the Post, “because  
he has these rare, vintage Coney Island machines, which are priceless, irreplaceable  
antiques, including a fortune teller, strength testers, an electric shock machine, 
and shooting galleries.” 

Send Spare change and towelS to eaveSdrop@archpaper.com

U.S. Secretary of Transportation (USDOT) 
Anthony Foxx knows what the nation’s 
mayors are up against when it comes to 
street safety—he used to be among them 
as the Mayor of Charlotte. His experience 
heading North Carolina’s largest city helped 
inform the USDOT’s Mayors’ Challenge  
for Safer People, Safer Streets, announced 
in late January and officially launched  
in March at a summit in the agency’s  
Washington, D.C. offices. 
 Nearly 200 cities across the country, from 
Boston to Santa Monica, have signed up 
for the challenge, which focuses on seven 
target areas ranging from street design  
to data collection to enforcement. Among 
the first goals of the program is coalition 
building. Cities that sign up put together 
cross-disciplinary teams to address pedestrian  
and cyclist safety, better equipping them to 
make lasting change.
 “We’re looking for a prioritization of 
pedestrian and bike safety initiatives,” said 
Ryan Daniels, press secretary of USDOT’s 
Office of Safety, Energy, and Environment. 
“Bike and pedestrian safety too often falls 
between the cracks. Pulling together a team 
to focus on the problem is a key part of the 
challenge. Getting everyone on board is 

very important.”
 The USDOT is not providing funding for  
individual cities as part of the challenge, but 
it is working to facilitate knowledge sharing  
and cooperation between top elected  
officials and transportation professionals  
across the country. “We have a lot of  
material and resources and research,”  
said Daniels. “We already know a lot about 
how to solve this safety problem. We want 
to see more of those resources in use.” 
Among that research is a road diet guide 
that informs Complete Streets design,  
a study on designing safe streets for 
seniors, and a soon-to-be-released report 
on multimodal intersection safety, which 
meshes with the program’s objectives. 
 As part of the challenge, mayors are 
encouraged to embrace a Complete  
Streets approach that considers all modes 
of transportation, from walking to cycling  
to transit and car use, and to study  
implementing a larger pedestrian and  
cyclist network plan. Mayors are challenged 
to find and eliminate barriers to road use  
by people of all ages and abilities, and to 
track biking and walking data. Additionally, 
the challenge calls for improving  
pedestrian and cycling safety laws and 
enforcing proper road use by all users.
 The Mayors’ Challenge lasts one year, 
at the end of which a synopsis will be 
compiled summarizing the cities’ efforts.   
Branden KlayKo

Safety in Numbers
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CosMo H2o continued from front page 

competition that challenges entrants to 
design a temporary outdoor installation for 
the courtyard of MoMA PS1 in Long Island 
City, Queens. The installation must provide 
shade, seating, and water for the museum’s 
Warm Up summer music series—a season-
long dance party—while also addressing 
environmental issues. 
 Jaque’s project is called COSMO. It  
is a moveable framework constructed  
of customized irrigation components that  
references the plumbing we all rely on in 
the modern world. More than a metaphor, 
the system of pipes is also engineered  
to filter and purify 3,000 gallons of water,  
eliminating suspended particles and nitrates,  
balancing PH, and increasing the level 
of dissolved oxygen. In four days’ time 
COSMO completes the purification process. 
It then continues to purify the same water, 
making it purer and purer every four days. 
 Jaque hopes that his installation will call 
attention to United Nations estimates that 
by 2025 two thirds of the global population 
will be without sufficient potable water. 

COSMO is intended as a prototype that can 
be easily reproduced around the world to 
deliver drinking water where it is needed most. 
 Jaque also designed COSMO with a 
biochemical element that causes a plastic 
mesh at the center of the structure to glow 
when its water has been purified. In PS1’s 
stone courtyard, this signal will light up  
the party, creating a lively atmosphere  
in which people can drink and get to know 
each other better. 
 “Last year Hy-Fi, a nearly zero carbon 
footprint construction by The Living, raised  
awareness of ecological and climate change,”  
said Klaus Biesenbach, MoMA PS1 director  
and MoMA chief curator at large, in a  
statement. “This year COSMO continues to 
do so, addressing the issue of increasingly 
scarce water supplies worldwide in a  
successful and innovative way.”
 The other finalists for this year’s YAP 
were brillhart architecture, Erin Besler,  
The Bittertang Farm, and Studio Benjamin  
Dillenburger. An exhibition of the five  
finalists’ proposed projects will be on view 
at MoMA over the summer.  aS

This year’s winning project, 
CosMo, will purify 3,000 gallons 
of water in the Ps1 courtyard. 

U.S. DEPARTmENT Of TRANSPORTA-
TiON ChAllENgES mAyORS
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One hundred years ago, the eastern edge 
of Boston’s Chinatown was a wholesale 
garment district. Today it has quietly 
become a design enclave, with architects, 
web designers, and other creative types 
grouped at open tables framed by worn 
wood floors and cast-iron storefronts.  
On the white walls of one such studio, 
architectural renderings are interspersed 
with handwritten German grammar charts.
 Behnisch Architekten was founded in 
Stuttgart in 1991 by Stefan Behnisch—son 
of Günter Behnisch, the longtime principal  
of Behnisch & Partner, best known for  
Munich’s 1972 Olympic Stadium. Günter’s  
practice, said Boston partner Matt  

Noblett, was “very much about the human  
experience of architecture: how the 
individual moves through the building, 
experiences space, interacts with other 
people, is impacted by things like color 
and daylight.” Retaining those values,  
Stefan added a consuming passion for 
sustainability, “and how technology 
around sustainability could drive building 
form in architecture.” The firm maintained  
an LA office from 1999 to 2011, and settled 
in Boston in 2006 after winning the  
competition for Harvard’s new science 
center in Allston. 
  To maintain a cohesive culture, the  
staff moves fluidly between the studios, 

sometimes spending months or years 
overseas. Working in Stuttgart or  
Munich allows Boston architects to  
study German innovations in renewable 
energy technologies, not to mention the 
European tradition in which designers 
double as contractors. “In Germany,” said 
Noblett, “the focus is very much on the 
quantitative aspects of energy performance,  
and what we are more interested in is  
the qualitative aspects: What does it mean 
to be a low-energy building, and how 
does that support a more comfortable 
environment for human occupancy, and 
give control to occupants in the building?” 
 Behnisch is so devoted to a level 

organization that his staff does not have 
individual e-mail accounts. All e-mails are 
addressed to a project, so that everyone on  
a team has exactly the same information. 
This is “not a practice where the partners 
are doing the master sketch and handing  
it down the line to be produced,” said 
Noblett. “The projects really have to be 
coming out of the groups of people who 
are working on them, who understand 
them the best, who are sitting there every 
day dealing with the nuts and bolts of 
the problem.” One of the firm’s most 
consistent design elements might double 
as an emblem of its culture: the operable 
window.  ChrISTIne CIprIAnI
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langsdale liBrary renovaTion

porTland sTaTe universiTylangsdale liBrary renovaTion



langsdale liBrary renovaTion
universiTy of BalTimore
 

Hung with three-story concrete panels and scored 
with vertical ribbon windows, this gently Brutal 
1968 box rests on a one-story, glass-and-marble 
plinth. Retaining the panels’ rhythm, the firm  
is recladding in a lighter material and notching 
windows throughout. Gutting the interior, they 
blasted popcorn paint from the waffle slabs  
and found dramatic coffered ceilings. “When  
we saw that,” said Noblett, “we [felt] this should 
be a loft space, with lots of reading and seating 
places, to really celebrate that raw structure.”  
On the west facade, an asymmetrical glass hall 
adds stairs, a second entrance, and a return for 
natural ventilation. 
 
 
 
 
porTland sTaTe universiTy sCHool of 
Business adminisTraTion expansion 
porTland, oregon 

With its own block in Portland’s urban grid, this 
hulking 1979–89 structure has an underused park 
with a one-story slope. The addition starts with an 
angled atrium above a landscaped stair that forms 
“an element of the earth,” said Noblett, “so the 
building is lifted up over the ground plane and the 
ground goes through” to SW Broadway. Webbed 
with catwalks and balconies, the atrium leads to  
a classroom pavilion of five staggered, wood-clad 
“matchbook volumes,” each with a walkable green 
roof and passive cooling. In the older building, the 
new metal facade is punched with an “informal 
composition” of variegated windows.

Harvard sCHool of engineering and 
applied sCienCes 
allsTon, massaCHuseTTs 

After the Big Dig, Harvard’s will-they-or-won’t-they 
science complex is Boston’s grandest hole in the 
ground. In 1989, the university started buying 
land in Allston, across the Charles River from its 
Cambridge campus, and in 2006 Behnisch won a 
competition to design a 500,000-square-foot life-
sciences center. Construction of the four-building 
concept ceased during the recession, and the firm  
devised a decking system to waterproof the five-
acre foundation. The site is now being reconceived 
as a home for the School of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences, part of a larger “enterprise 
research campus” to include private companies, 
nonprofits, and mixed-use development. 
 
 
 
 
arTisTs for HumaniTy epiCenTer 
BosTon, massaCHuseTTs
 

Artists for Humanity defines “sustainability” 
in part with its own nonprofit mission: training 
urban youth to find paid work in the arts. The 2004 
EpiCenter won Boston’s first commercial LEED 
Platinum designation, and its expansion will be 
New England’s largest energy-positive building. 
Schematics focus on energy performance and 
massing. Behnisch must comfortably orient larger 
volumes on this small site in mushrooming South 
Boston, adjoining older low-rise housing, a new 
park, and new high-rise development. Energy 
options include fuel cells, geothermal pumps, and 
photovoltaics as shading devices. The committed 
clients already run summer fans in the middle of 
the night.

arTisTs for HumaniTy epiCenTer

Harvard sCHool of engineering and applied sCienCes
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Designer: James Carpenter Design Associates
Photograph: Tex Jernigan

Every day 300,000 subway riders stream through 
Manhattan’s Fulton Center, their underground 
trek now brightened by entertainment venues 
and daylight reflected from its skylit cable-
net overhead. Created by James Carpenter 
Design Associates and engineered by Arup for 
Grimshaw Architects, this marvel of collaboration 
is a new bright spot beneath city streets. Read 
more about it in Metals in Construction online.

W W W . O M I N Y. O R G

Sub
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Elegant, versatile, unique: Happy D.2 in linen. The bathroom series exudes a feminine chic 
through a distinctive language - sleek design and soft curves are topped off by the utmost in 
functionality. The Duravit bathroom - synonymous with beauty, quality, and technology. There 
is nothing quite like a Duravit original. To find out more: info@us.duravit.com, www.duravit.us

New linen fi nish bathroom furniture: 
bring bathroom dreams to life

Come and visit 
us at Duravit NYC: 
105 Madison 
New York, NY

OPEN> WiNE Bar

JuNE WiNE Bar
231 Court Street, Brooklyn, NY
Tel: 917-909-0434
Designer: hOmE

Bars nostalgic for days of yore abound 
in Brooklyn. In keeping with this trend, 
June Wine Bar, a new watering hole in 
Cobble Hill, travels back in time and 
revives a bygone era in France, capturing  
pre-war Paris with its whimsical art 

nouveau and beaux-arts-inspired 
interior. Owners Tom Kearney, of the 
popular Ditmas Park–based Farm on 
Adderley, and Henry Rich, of local 
favorite Rucola, brought on hOmE, 
a design studio run by brothers Evan 
and Oliver Haslegrave, to revamp the 
800-square-foot space. 
 The 1920s-style wine bar, formally 
home to an eatery serving southern 
comfort food, has shed its predecessor’s  
simple, rustic interior thanks to a 
gut renovation. The extensive rehab 

included a new ceiling, lighting, leather 
banquettes, and a marble topped bar, 
some of which came from reclaimed 
materials dating back to the turn  
of the century. The walls and bar face  
are made of salvaged wainscot from  
a 1910 Virginia school house, while the 
standing bar top is clad in reclaimed 
yellow pine from a 1900s apartment 
building in Philadelphia. Even the tiles 
on the facade were repurposed from 
an East Village 1920s-era theater on 
Avenue A. 

 Undulating, custom-designed lead 
glass partitions separate the banquettes. 
Though newly fabricated, they bring  
to mind the detailing in cafes where 
artists once gathered on the Left Bank. 
Rows of small globe sconces line the 
concave ceiling and area above the bar, 
emitting bright, warm light throughout 
the space. 
 Tucked away from the street, this 
intimate bar, with its old world charm, 
makes for a perfect, quick getaway, sans 
the travel.  NA
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KornegayDesign.com  |  877.252.6323

2 sizes available
High-strength, 6000+ PSI concrete 

Endless color options

Good design, fine craftsmanship, enduring material

Mex Bold Series  
L A N D S C A P E  C O N T A I N E R
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Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
Structural Engineer: WSP Cantor Seinuk

Photograph: Tex Jernigan

While the world watched, One World Trade Center 
grew in both height and symbolism, its 1,776-
foot crystalline form bringing unmatched views 
back to Lower Manhattan. A redundant structural 
steel frame, the result of creative collaboration 
between Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and WSP 
Cantor Seinuk, ensures that its safety is as 
substantial as its stature. Read more about it in 
Metals in Construction online.

W W W . S I N Y. O R G

World
View

InnovatIon In SUnSet parK continued 

from front page

 As the trajectory of manufacturing 
changed course, so did Industry City. Today, 
the halls of the once bustling “city within 
a city” are quiet, occupied by a few light 
manufacturers, small companies, and food 
suppliers that have set up shop over the last 
year or so. The recent activity in the building—
850,000 square feet of the property have 
been leased—was spurred by a $100 million 
investment in 2013 by the team behind 
Chelsea Market: Jamestown Properties, 
Belvedere Capital, and Angelo, and Gordon 
& Co. 
 Now, the development team has 
announced plans to pour an additional 
$890 million into the complex, turning it 
into a so-called “innovation hub,” creating 
more than 13,000 on-site jobs over the next 
12 years. To bring the century-old buildings 
back to life, the development team will 
replace 18,000 windows, 144 elevators, and 
spend $30 million in electrical upgrades. 
There will also be new raised sidewalks 
at the complex, and a walkway that runs 
through and between all of the buildings. 
 When complete, two-thirds of Industry 
City will be geared toward “innovation,” 
while the rest of the complex would house 
academic institutions, warehouse facilities, 
and retail. There are also plans for a hotel 
and a signifi cant new surface level parking 
lot at the site. 
 As the plan has been rolled out, Industry 
City CEO Andrew Kimball and his team 
have been touting their plans to hire locally, 
create an on-site employment center, and 
offer technology training. The plan could 
help ease concerns that the $1 billion project, 

with its high-end stores and companies, 
would not benefi t Sunset Park’s working-
class community. Crain’s, for example, 
dubbed the Industry City overhaul a “hipster 
mega-project.”
 Kimball dismissed this characterization. 
“It is an amazing time for New York in the 
sense that people care about making things, 
a lot of those people tend to be young, and 
if you want to call all young people hipsters, 
that is a pretty easy thing to do,” he said. 
Kimball reiterated that he is working closely 
with local partners to get the community 
involved and hired at Industry City, where 
jobs, he said, will pay signifi cantly more 
than typical service sector positions. 
 The plan is being privately funded, but 
the developers are looking for over $100 
million in public funds for infrastructure and 
transportation upgrades, including new bike 
lanes. Kimball also wants the city to invest 
in public realm improvements underneath 
the Gowanus Expressway, which separates 
Industry City from much of Sunset Park.
 For the massive project to move forward, 
the site—which is still zoned for heavy 
manufacturing—must go before a public 
review process and receive a zoning change 
from the de Blasio administration to allow 
for certain commercial uses.  hm
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the massive Sunset park complex is 
slated to become an “innovation hub,” 
reinvigorating the industrial strip along 
the waterfront. 
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twIlIght of the InSIde continued  

from front page  in Manhattan, 
another of the firm’s high profile 
commissions is being considered 
for possible demolition, by its  
original owner.
  The Mattin Center, a $17 million, 
50,000-square-foot arts complex 
opened in 2001 on the Johns  
Hopkins University’s Homewood 
campus in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Named for a 1975 Hopkins graduate,  
Christina Mattin, who donated $7.5 
million to help fund the project, the  
Mattin Center opened the same year  
as the American Folk Art Museum 
opened in Manhattan.
 Hopkins built the Mattin Center  
to increase its extracurricular arts 
offerings for students, most of whom  
live on campus or nearby. Trustees 
selected a 1.5-acre site near the 
main entrance to campus, adjacent 
to the Baltimore Museum of Art, and  
visible from Charles Street, the city’s 
main north-south thoroughfare. 
They selected Williams and Tsien 
after considering other nationally 
prominent architects, including  
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson.
  The Mattin Center consists of 
three brick-clad buildings framing 
an open courtyard and housing 
visual art and computer rooms,  
a dance studio, student offices,  
a black box theater, individual and 
group music practice rooms, and a 
café. Students go there in their free 
time to take non-accredited classes 

in dance, theater, and the visual 
arts. The center won a 2002 design 
award from the New York chapter of 
the American Institute of Architects.
 Fourteen years after the project 
opened, a different university  
president, Ron Daniels, has expressed  
a desire to do even more to enhance  
student life outside classes. Hopkins 
does not have a traditional student 
union the way many campuses do. 
One of the administration’s goals is 
to build a student union or campus 
center by 2020 to help improve 
student life outside classes. 
 In 2014 Hopkins launched a 
feasibility study to help determine 
exactly where to build such a facility,  
which officials say could be one 
building or more than one building 
grouped in a student life “precinct,” 
near the heart of campus. The 
university also selected two firms to 
lead the study: Ann Beha Architects 
of Boston, to serve as architect, and 
Gustafson Guthrie Nichol of Seattle 
and Washington, D.C., to serve as 
landscape architect. 
 Campus leaders have not 
disclosed any decisions about the 
exact location for the student life 
project. But in announcing design 
team members for the study,  
Hopkins identified the area they  
are considering. That is when the 
Mattin Center was first publicly 
identified as a candidate for possible  
demolition or alteration. “The area 
encompassing the Mattin Center, 

Whitehead Hall, the Merrick Barn, 
and the new Brody Learning [Com-
mons] is proposed as the site for a 
new Student Union/Campus Center 
precinct,” Hopkins’ announcement 
stated. “Identified as the ‘campus 
heart,’ this location serves as a 
crossroads between the traditional 
core of campus and the neighboring 
Charles Village community.” 
 A 2014 article about the project 
that appeared in the Johns Hopkins 
News-Letter after the university 
selected its design team also  
identified “the area in and around 
the Mattin Center and in the vicinity 
of the Brody Learning Commons” 
as “the focus of a broader ‘student 
union/campus center’ feasibility 
study.” The article said campus  
officials asked the designers to  
prepare “three basic options for the  
site, including rough cost estimates.”  
It said officials will be evaluating  
a range of possibilities, from razing 
existing buildings to modifying  
the Mattin Center and possibly  
enclosing the courtyard” defined  
by its three structures.
 In the News-Letter article,  
university architect Jim Miller 
indicated there is a strong likelihood 
that the Mattin Center would be 
altered to some degree. “At the end 
of the day, we can’t leave the Mattin 
Center exactly as it is and succeed,” 
Miller was quoted as saying.
 Dennis O’Shea, executive director  
for media relations and crisis  

communications at Hopkins, said  
in March that university officials did  
not want to discuss the project 
beyond the information they  
previously provided. In an email,  
he said the study is “on hold”  
at present but indicated that it will 
be “revved up” again to meet the 
president’s goals. “From our point 
of view, this wouldn’t be the time  
to talk about it,” O’Shea said in  
his message. 
 Sandra Sparks, president of the 
Charles Village Civic Association, 
which represents the community 
that adjoins the Homewood campus  
closest to Mattin Center, said Hopkins  
officials have informed community 
leaders that the university has a 
new project in the works but that 
she has not been invited to attend 
any meetings about it.
  Sparks, who was involved in the 
planning for the Mattin Center, said 
she believes the Williams and Tsien 
buildings have not been successful  
from the community’s standpoint.  
She said the buildings were designed  
at a time when Hopkins planners 
wanted campus buildings to  

face inward and away from the 
neighboring community. Today, she 
said, the current administration has 
been making efforts to strengthen 
connections between the campus 
and surrounding neighborhoods, 
and its latest projects reflect that. 
Because it turns its back on the 
community and presents a wall to  
Charles Street, she said, Mattin Center  
reflects the planning philosophy 
of a previous administration and 
campus planners who are no longer 
making decisions at Hopkins. 
 “It represents the end of an era 
when the university faced inward 
and was moving very gingerly to 
interact with the community,” said 
Sparks of Mattin Center. “I think 
they found that it just didn’t work.  
It never addressed Charles Street.  
It never was designed to welcome 
the community. It’s a prominent 
site. I think they just found the space 
is not serving them well. It doesn’t 
serve the university or the community  
the way the location could. I just 
think Mattin Center doesn’t address 
what they need on many levels.” 
ed gunTS
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For most of the last century, 
Downtown Brooklyn’s streets have 
formed a tangled knot that has 
confounded urban planners. Urban 
renewal beginning in the 1930s 
ripped out vast swaths of the 
borough’s urban fabric, putting 
back disconnected parks and plazas. 
Highway building campaigns tore 
at the street grid and ramps to the 
Brooklyn and Manhattan bridges, 
complicating access to and from the 
waterfront.
 In the summer of 2014, Mayor 
Bill de Blasio outlined a series of 
initiatives aimed at positioning the 
borough’s civic core as a technology 

hub called the Brooklyn Tech Triangle. 
Part of that plan—redeveloping a 
21-acre expanse of parkland called 
the Brooklyn Strand—has come into 
focus with a new concept plan by 
WXY Architecture + Urban Design 
that gives shape to the community’s 
recommendations from more than 
40 stakeholder groups and nearly a 
year’s worth of public input.
 The Strand links together a series 
of disconnected and underutilized 
green spaces to form two unifi ed 
corridors—the Cadman Connector 
and the BQE Connector—between 
Downtown Brooklyn and the water-
front in DUMBO, creating safe and 

visually appealing streetscapes 
and parks from the heavy-handed 
planning mistakes of the 20th century.
 “We want to rectify the mistakes 
of urban renewal,” WXY principal 
Claire Weisz told Curbed. “We 
want to create a sense of identity 
for the Strand so it doesn’t feel like 
no man’s land. There are many 
opportunities to reimagine streets… 
And that would become the brand 
of the Brooklyn Strand.”
 Redesigning streets around 
Borough Hall would bolster 
pedestrian and cyclist safety 
while adding new park space. One 
idea calls for burying a parking lot 

to create park space on the surface. 
The ground plane rises up to form a 
retail space with an occupiable roof 
above. The design pedestrianizes
the narrow Cadman Plaza West, 
bringing in a new streetscape and 
porous edges to the Korean War 
Memorial Plaza and the new Brooklyn 
Public Library designed by Marvel 
Architects.
 In Cadman Plaza, signifi cant 
renovations to another War 
Memorial creates a glassy learning 
center, overcoming accessibility 
challenges with a carved out 
entry plane incorporated into the 
landscape. At the tip of Cadman 

Plaza, dramatic earthworks create 
the “Brooklyn Eye” overlook 
space with dramatic vistas of the 
Brooklyn Bridge.
 Where the grid erodes at the foot 
of the bridge, the Strand improves 
pedestrian fl ow to and from the 
waterfront with lighting and new 
retail at underpasses. A signature 
open market occupies space 
beneath the bridge viaduct’s 
enormous stone archways. These 
pedestrian corridors weave through 
small remnant spaces to create a 
legible path between the bridges. 
Five major new bike lanes are 
proposed, including implementing 
key portions of the Brooklyn Bridge 
Gateway Area Plan to remake bike 
lanes along Tillary Street.
 In April, the plan’s BQE Connector 
portion will begin a round of 
community engagement initiatives 
with arts group Superfl ex, including 
public art installations. Before the 
larger plan can be implemented, 
however, the Strand must run a 
gauntlet of approvals from various 
city agencies and raise signifi cant 
funds.  BK
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The latest experimentation with 
digital fabrication and alternative 
materials in 3D printing involves 
decomposing glass, sawdust, 
concrete, and even stone into 
baser forms such as powders 
and liquids. This diversifi es the 
repertoire of materials that 
can be fed into a 3D printer. 
“The advantage of the powder-
based process is that it 
accommodates a number 
of materials, any material that 
we can grind into powder,” 
said Ronald Rael, associate 
professor of architecture at UC 
Berkeley. The environmental 
and economic implications of 
cost cutting, automation, and 
recycling in design, construction, 
and manufacturing are game-
changing. Rael’s recent project, 

Bloom, is a 3D printed, powdered 
concrete–based pavilion recently 
debuted by UC Berkeley’s 
College of Environmental 
Design. The undulating, mesh-
like structure consists of 16 
concrete panels, each one light 
enough to be lifted into place by 
two people, rather than a crane. 
Rael mixed polymers with 
cement and fi bers to produce 
resilient, lightweight, yet “high-
resolution” concrete skeletons. 
“The extrusion-based processes 
involve pumping wet cement 
through a nozzle and you can 
only stack wet cement so high,” 
said Rael of traditional 3D 
printing. “But with a powder-
based process, we could make 
[lightweight] rocks and send 
them to the moon.” Composed 

of 804 custom-patterned bricks, 
the mesh-like confi guration 
increases load-bearing capacity 
while decreasing surface area. 
 Berlin-based fi rm ZA 
Architects used a similar digital 
fabrication approach to revive 
19th-century stone masonry 
techniques, deploying a robotic 
arm to expedite construction. 
Inspired by Catalan vaulting, in 
which bricks were substituted 
with thin tiles and traditional 
mortar with rapidly hardening 
cement, this self-supporting 
technique nullifi ed wood 
scaffolding while allowing 
builders to create vaulted 
ceilings 3-to-5 times wider than 
traditional timber arching. Coining 
the term “foam casting,” 
ZA’s approach uses the same 
tessellated composition but 
with stereotomic blocks made 
of rubber foam saturated with 
pure Portland cement, each one 
a unique shape. “The robotic 
arm can operate only with units 

of certain size and weight,” 
explained Arina Ageeva of ZA 
Architects in an email. “To lay 
them one-by-one is possible 
only on vault-like geometries. 
That is why all horizontal 
surfaces are vaulted thin shells 
that are seamlessly integrated 
into the walls.” The robotic 
arm assembles the tiles fl oor-
by-fl oor into a seamless, self-
supporting mesh that can 
replace walls, columns, and 
beams. Assembly time is also 
much faster than a 3D printer. 
 California-based fi rm 
Carbon3D has developed a 3D 
printing technology that is 25-
100 times faster by “growing” 
objects from a pool of liquid 
resin, resulting in uniform 
mechanical properties which 
layer-by-layer 3D printing lacks. 
The fi rm’s Continuous Liquid 
Interface Production (CLIP) 
technology controls the balance 
of UV light, which triggers 
photopolymerization, and oxygen, 

which inhibits the reaction. 
The object’s shape is formed 
by an oxygen-rich “dead zone” 
in which photopolymerization 
cannot occur, and is created 
by a special permeable window 
similar to a contact lens that 
controls the fl ux of oxygen. 
“This continual process is 
fundamentally different from 
traditional bottom-up printers 
where UV exposure, resin 
renewal, and part movement 
must be conducted in separate 
and discrete steps,” explained 
Carbon3D co-founder and CEO, 
Joseph DeSimone. 
 Three-dimensional printing 
with liquid polymers yields 
materials with versatile 
mechanical properties that 
can be exploited in a range of 
industries. “In essence, we are 
able to throw the entire polymer 
chemistry textbook at this and 
make parts that range from 
hard prototyping resins, to great 
elastomers that range from 

materials with high elasticity for 
athletic shoes or high dampening 
for applications like engine 
motor mounts for vibrational 
control [...] and even completely 
biodegradable materials,” 
DeSimone explained. 
 Believe it or not, the T-1000 
robot in a Terminator 2 clip, 
which is made of liquidmetal, 
inspired the technology. “The 
co-founders thought, ‘we should 
be able to grow something 
as continuously as T-1000, we 
shouldn’t have to rely on the 
slow 2D layering over and over 
again,’” said DeSimone. “We 
brought a new perspective to 
traditional 3D printing, bringing 
our expertise in chemistry and 
physics to an industry that relied 
on mechanical processes.” 
KINDRA COOPER

POWDER, FOAM, LIQUID

NEW DIRECTIONS IN 3D PRINTING AND ROBOTIC 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES LEAD TO BREAK-
THROUGHS IN SPEED AND COST SAVING
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WXY RELEASES PLANS TO KNIT TOGETHER DOWNTOWN 
BROOKLYN’S UNRAVELING URBAN FABRIC

Strolling the Strand

A plan by WXY calls for the 
redesign of 21 acres of parkland 
between Downtown Brooklyn and the 
waterfront, adding new streetscapes 
and enhanced green space. 

Designers introduce alternative 
materials in their fabrication, 
while using advanced 3D 
printing technology. 



For years, the small village of  
Goshen, New York, has been making  
national headlines as its legislators 
vigorously debated the fate of the 
Paul Rudolph–designed Orange 
County Government Center. To  
lovers of modern architecture 
around the country the 1960s-era 
brutalist work, with its protruding 
corrugated concrete cubes, is  
an iconic marker of midcentury 
design. But to many locals the leaky 
building is an eyesore, a poorly 
functioning relic not worthy of the 
praise bestowed upon it. 

 The center has not been a  
functional building since 2011 when 
Hurricane Irene swept through town.  
Over the following years, as the 
shuttered building continued to 
deteriorate, legislators argued over 
nearly every aspect of Rudolph’s 
structure—its use, its condition, its 
architectural merit, and its future. 
 During this time, Boston-based 
designLAB—an architecture 
firm with experience revamping 
Rudolph’s work—was tasked with 
finding a new use for the building. 
Along with updating its interior 

spaces and systems, repointing 
brick, and fixing leaky roofs, the 
firm planned to update the central 
courtyard and give the building  
new entranceways while preserving 
the building’s concrete bones. The 
plan died when designLAB removed 
itself from the project in August,  
citing too many compromises 
forced upon its design. 
 With designLAB out, New York 
City–based architect Gene Kaufman 
stepped into the fray. He offered to 
buy the government center for $5 
million and convert it into an arts and  
entertainment space. Kaufman would  
then design a new government  
center on the footprint of the current  
building’s parking lot. But in January,  
Orange County Executive Steven 
Neuhaus vetoed legislation that 
would have made the sale possible. 
 In March, democratic legislators 
failed to override the veto, paving 
the way for a scheme led by Clark 
Patterson Lee (CPL). CPL’s renovation  
would swap out the center’s original 
facade with “thermally insulated 
concrete,” replace old windows, 
install new roofs, and renovate  
interior spaces while keeping much 
of the existing concrete exposed. 
The project would also include 
knocking down one of Rudolph’s 
three pavilions and replacing it 
with a glassy new structure that 

New York Times architecture critic 
Michael Kimmelman described  
as “a big, soulless glass box.” Dan 
Webre, the co-director of the Paul 
Rudolph Foundation, is similarly not 
pleased with the design. “It is not 
really a contrast that enhances [the 
building],” he said. “It is just sort of 
a generic replacement facade.” CPL 
did not respond to AN’s request to 
discuss the design.
 Adding to the controversy  
surrounding the county’s renovation  
plan is its significant cost. The 
Times Herald-Record reported that 
two demolition bids received for  
the project were almost double the 
$3.9 million figure presented by 
CPL. Either one of those higher bids 
would push the cost of the entire 
project north of $70 million. 
 While the lengthy legislative 
process seems to have wrapped up, 

the battle might not be over just yet. 
The Chronicle reported that local  
attorney Michael Sussman plans to 
sue the county if the project moves 
forward. In a press conference,  
he reportedly claimed there was 
a conflict of interest with the plan, 
noting that the legislature’s former 
chair of the Physical Services  
Committee, Leigh Benton, was 
offered a job with CPL. Benton 
reportedly paid a fine and left the 
firm after these issues were raised. 
Sussman also alleged that Neuhaus 
wasted public funds by vetoing the 
Kaufman purchase plan. The county 
executive’s office did not respond 
to AN’s request for comment on the 
possible lawsuit or on the plan.
 In the meantime, construction 
on Rudolph’s Government Center 
is expected to start in a matter of 
months.  HM
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DeSimone Consulting Engineers is an award-winning global leader in 
providing high-quality structural engineering services.  

Celebrating 45 years of excellence, DeSimone has worked with world 
renowned architects to bring their unique visions to reality.

www.de-simone.com
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MoNuMENtS DoNE
BattlE to prESErvE paul ruDolph’S GovErNMENt CEN-
tEr to END iN partial DEMolitioN, or thE CourtS

left: paul rudolph’s orange county 
Government center. right: clark  
patterson lee’s proposed renovation.
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HANDSOME+BUILT
 COMPREHENSIVE SLIDING DOOR HARDWARE SOLUTIONS FOR ANY SIZE DOOR

available in the US through 

+1-877-777-0592
www.index-d.com
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DESIGNED + MADE IN NEW ZEALAND

freI otto, 1925–2015, awarded prItzKer 

prIze continued from front page  tradition  
of science reporting that demands the  
reproducibility of an experiment. This means  
Otto’s work was not a style reference, but  
a science reference for designers much like 
the work of his friend Buckminster Fuller.
 In 1964, he established his Institut für 
Leichtbau, literally translated as institute  
for light construction, or light building. The  
name was carefully considered. Light here 
meant lightweight, efficient, but also carries 
the notion of effortlessness and elegance. 
The name encompassed many of Otto’s 
concerns in a single term that is used to mean  
“small carbon footprint” today. “Everything  
man is doing in architecture is to try to go  
against nature,” said Otto in a 2005 interview.  
“Of course we have to understand nature  
to know how far we have to go against 
nature. The secret, I think, of the future is 
not doing too much. All architects have the 
tendency to do too much.”
 My personal experience with Frei Otto 
as a student in the early 1990s in Vienna 
consisted of a legendary lecture he gave 
at the Technical University. The largest 
auditorium of the school was equipped with 
a pair of Kodak slide projectors that could 
handle regular and maxi carousels, meaning  
80 or 100 slides in one cartridge. The room 
filled with more than 600 students and 
instructors, and once the slide operator 
showed up with stacks of 24 maxi carousels 
for each projector everyone stopped talking. 
Otto started his lecture, or rather lectures, 
with, “I don’t like to only talk about my 
work, instead I prefer to give a lecture on a 
specific topic.” He remembered that Vienna 
was in an earthquake zone and thought it 

may be appropriate to talk about friction 
based self-adjusting masonry structures 
for such areas. Earthquakes need to be 
understood in their very local contexts as 
the trembles that sporadically occur are 
relatively insignificant, but for Otto, the local 
context of Vienna meant a natural condition 
for which architecture has a solution. After a 
fascinating lecture that lasted two hours, he 
asked for a carousel switch and said, “This 
slide shows my masters degree thesis.” At 
that point we all understood that he would 
celebrate his achievements over many 
decades and most of the audience endured 
a three-hour-long presentation of work that 
gradually introduced more and more color 
slides. The experience was very inspiring 
and certainly memorable.
 A second more indirect encounter with 
Otto consisted of working on Heinz Isler’s 
archive, when I worked at the ETH in Zurich 
to help with the acquisition of the estate. 
Opposite of Isler’s own desk was a scale 
model of the Munich Olympic Stadium. 
Günter Behnisch and Otto are typically 
remembered as the team that designed the 
Munich Olympic Stadium, but the original  
team that won the competition was a  
collaboration between Isler and Behnisch. 
Otto joined the team when the Bavarian 
government confronted the competition 
winners with doubts as to whether they 
would be able to complete the project in 
time. Otto had gained such respect as an 
expert in form finding of hanging structures 
that he was asked to join the team. He did 
and the collaboration produced a project 
that remains as one of the most important 
buildings of the 20th century.  
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model for the 1967 International and  
Universal exposition. 
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canada.

Institute for lightweight 
Structures, interior,  
1967, University of  
Stuttgart in vaihingen.
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He was a master of invention, and his  
ability to adapt propelled him to become  
not only a household name, but one of  
the most influential architects of his time.  
Over a 50-year career, he produced  
a body of work that both reflected and 
raised questions about the transitional 
era of which he was a part. In a global 
market increasingly driven by social 
media and visual imagery, he showed 
a way for architects and designers to  
distinguish themselves through brand-
ing, and to help their clients do the same.
 Architect Michael Graves, who died  
on March 12 at 80, started as a wipe- 
the-slate-clean modernist but grew 
dissatisfied with the sterility of modern  
design and eventually embraced history  
and precedent as a way to add richness  
and meaning to architecture. He 
became one of America’s leading 

representatives of the architectural 
movement known as postmodernism.  
He was part of an early wave of 
“starchitects” who were recognized 
and won commissions because they 
had a distinctive, identifiable style. 
Some of Graves’ best work evinced a 
warmth and playfulness that echoed 
the exuberance of the 1980s and  
captivated clients, such as Michael 
Eisner at Disney.
 Graves was equally well known  
for designing toasters, tea kettles,  
and other household products for 
manufacturers and retailers including  
Alessi, Target, and JCPenney. He 
promoted his designer housewares 
with such aplomb that he became as 
well known as the stores that stocked 
them. His showmanship helped pave 
the way for other celebrity designers 

to create product lines for retailers, 
including Martha Stewart for Macy’s, 
Diane von Furstenberg for GapKids, 
and Karl Lagerfeld for H&M.
  Confined to a wheelchair for the last 
12 years of his life due to a spinal cord 
infection, Graves reinvented himself 
as a “reluctant healthcare expert.” In 
that capacity, he focused on improving 
products and healing environments for 
the sick, the elderly, and the disabled, 
including America’s “wounded warriors”  
returning from military service.
 In one area Graves did not change 
over time: As a Princeton University 
architecture professor for 39 years, 
during the advent of computer-aided  
design, he remained a staunch advocate  
of freehand drawing as the best way 
to think about and design buildings. 
His own lavish drawings and paintings 
offered a beguiling counterpoint to 
AutoCAD. He also refused to cede the 
job of designing building interiors to 
interior designers and space planners, 
preferring to design the whole building 
whenever possible. 
 Through it all Graves remained a 
strong willed provocateur and change 
agent, who gained an almost cult  
like following at Princeton and came 
to national prominence by questioning 
the status quo. Why can’t buildings be 
more welcoming? Why are hospitals  
so depressing? Why can’t good design  
be for everyone, at every scale?  
His timing was impeccable, in that  
he began his career at a time when  
modernism was no longer new  

and many architects were ready  
to explore other directions. Though  
he is associated with postmodernism,  
a label he resisted, Graves might more  
usefully be remembered as a proponent  
of humanistic design, an approach 
rooted firmly in the awareness and 
study of the human body, historic 
precedent, and context. 
 Graves became acquainted with  
the limelight early in his career,  
largely because of his education and 
connections. Born in Indianapolis in 
1934, he studied architecture at the 
University of Cincinnati and Harvard 
University in the 1950s. He won the  
Rome Prize in 1960 and spent two 
years studying at the American 
Academy in Rome. After returning to  
the U.S., he began teaching at Princeton  
University in 1962 and founded his  
architecture practice in 1964. Early in 
his career, along with Richard Meier, 
John Hejduk, Charles Gwathmey, and  
Peter Eisenman, he was named one of 
the New York Five, a group of architects  
who adhered to modern design tenets. 
By the late 1970s, he had broken  
away from that approach and began 
designing buildings known for their 
color, ornament, and classicist forms.
 Graves’ breakthrough project, and 
one that clearly signaled his shift away 
from modernism, was his competition– 
winning design for the 15-story 
Portland Municipal Services Building, 
which opened in 1982 and was 
considered the first major postmodern 
building in the United States. Colored 

in blue, green, salmon, and cream,  
and featuring ornamentation that some  
likened to gift wrapping on a holiday 
package, the building spoke in a  
new language for architecture and  
put Graves at the forefront of the 
postmodern movement, with which 
he was thereafter inextricably linked.
 Over the course of his career, 
Graves designed more than 350 
buildings around the world and more 
than 2,500 products. Besides the 
Portland Building, which was added 
to the National Register of Historic 
Places in 2011, his portfolio included 
the Humana Building in Louisville, 
Kentucky, the Denver Public Library, 
the San Juan Capistrano Library in 
California; the Michael Eisner Building 
in Burbank, California for the Walt 
Disney Company, featuring the Seven 
Dwarves as caryatids; the Swan and 
Dolphin hotels for Disney in Orlando, 
Florida; and scaffolding for the 
Washington Monument while it was 
undergoing renovation. He drew wide-
spread attention for his renovation of 
“The Warehouse,” his residence in 
Princeton. In the 1980s, he designed  
an expansion for the Whitney Museum  
of American Art in New York City, but 
it drew strong opposition and was 
never built. 
 A public memorial for Michael Graves  
will be held in Princeton on April 12. 

Edward Gunts is thE formEr 

architEcturE critic of thE BaltimorE  
sun and a frEquEnt contriButor to 

thE architEct’s nEwspapEr.

Michael Graves, 1934–2015

ENABLING BETTER BUILDINGS™

Premium Access Solutions and Services
Join us for Last Wednesdays at the DORMA Design Center in New 
York City for AIA Accredited Courses. For our event and continuing 
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For Kickstarter, the popular crowdfunding 
site, the Do-it-Yourself, entrepreneurial 
mission is embedded not only in the 
thousands of creative projects it helps to 
bring to life, but also in its own ethos and 
day-to-day operations. So when it came 
to imagining a new headquarters for its 
rapidly growing team, the tech company 
did not take the obvious or easy route: It  
brought on Ole Sondresen Architect (OSA)  
to convert one of the derelict structures  
in Greenpoint’s historic Eberhard Faber 

Pencil Co. factory complex into sustainable,  
light-filled offices that foster collaboration, 
innovation, and community engagement. 
 This 29,000-square-foot adaptive reuse 
of the landmarked building, explained 
principal Ole Sondresen, needed to  
“accommodate the growing population  
of worker bees,” which has gone from  
35 at the start of the renovation to now 
over a 100 employees. Embracing the 
non-traditional, open-office configuration 
that is prevalent among many tech start-

ups, Kickstarter’s three-story headquarters 
is composed of a myriad of spaces to  
support an “alternative work environment,”  
said Sondresen. “We introduced bleachers,  
adjustable standing desks, and built a 
library that has classic reading desks and 
quiet area for people to work at—more  
of a loungy space for informal meetings.” 
 To connect with the outdoors and 
bring in abundant daylight to the interior, 
the structure is anchored by a central 
courtyard, which is supported by 380 feet 
of salvaged steel trusses from the former 
roof. Sondresen referred to this approach 
as the “Renaissance palazzo scheme” 
where “most light comes from inside” and 
enables “a strong connection to natural  
elements.” 
 The lower level is dedicated to public 
programming and operations with open 
offices, a cafeteria, a 1,600-square-foot 
gallery for artists’ work and community 
events, and a 74-seat theater—made  
of oxidized, reclaimed oak and Western 
redcedar panels to enhance acoustics— 
to host screenings, lectures, and other 
productions. “They [Kickstarter] wanted 
to give back to the community and  
have all the workers engaged and have  
an art component in the program,”  
said Sondresen. 
 The theater extends up to the ground 
floor, which includes a spacious library, 
outfitted with comfortable armchairs and  
communal desks, as well as more open 
offices. Roomy conference rooms for  
larger breakout sessions and smaller nooks 
for intimate meetings encourage a flexible 

and collaborative work environment.  
“There are no private offices in the entire 
complex,” added Sondresen. “It is quite 
a liberal office—everyone has options for 
where they want to work.” 
 In addition to the two-tier courtyard,  
Camille Finefrock (who also did the 
interior design as well) designed a 
landscaped 8,500-square-foot green roof, 
featuring a staff-run vegetable, fruit, and 
herb garden, which also mitigates the 
heat-island effect. 
 Beyond aesthetics, the repurposing  
of materials, including the recycled denim 
insulation, reclaimed wood, and the use 
of 40-percent recycled fly-ash in poured 
concrete, lowered the building’s overall 
carbon footprint. 
“We wanted to save as much of the build-
ing possible,” said Sondrensen. “After 
all, adaptive reuse is the most sustainable 
thing you can do in an old building.”  NA

 
 
 
rESourcES:

Insulation:
Bonded Logic, Inc. 
bondedlogic.com
Paints:
Benjamin Moore
benjaminmoore.com
Millwork:
Parts+Labor Workshop
partsandlaborworkshop.com
Landscape and Interior Design:
Camille Finefrock
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A national report from 2014, “The Young and 
Restless at the Nation’s Cities,” found that 
recent years have seen a signifi cant rise in the 
percentage of young and educated adults living 
within a three-mile radius of the Downtown 
Atlanta central business district. This includes 
intown neighborhoods such as West End, 
Adair Park, Atlantic Station, Midtown, Old 
Fourth Ward, Grant Park, and Glenwood Park. 
The metro region as a whole, though, has 
taken a loss on this demographic. 
 Shunning the sprawling fringes, young 
people with college degrees are fl ocking to the 
places that are most urban in Atlanta; the ones 
with transit service, density, and mixed uses. In 
contrast to the way baby boomers of the latter 
half of the 20th century reshaped the region 
with car-centric, low-density development, 
this new generation is eager to take part in the 
powerful trends of urbanism that are improving 
the center-city’s core, making it a better place 
to live and work.
 It isn’t hard to see a geographic correlation 
between the location of this trend and the 
outline of the Atlanta BeltLine. Looping the 
center of the city with a series of paths and 
parks, it will, when fully completed, pass through 
45 close-in neighborhoods that are all within 
a two- to four-mile radius of downtown. Even 
in its partially completed early stages, the 
BeltLine has proven itself a powerful tool for 

changing the way people think about Atlanta’s 
development. 

Atlanta BeltLine
This series of multi-use paths and green space 
is boosting the amount of parkland in the city 
by 40 percent. Nineteen percent of the city’s 
land mass falls inside the planning area for 
the project. The city touts $775 million in real 
estate development within a half mile of the 
BeltLine’s Eastside Trail alone. This puts a 
considerable number of residents in easy 
access of a popular public space that is now 
known for its weekend crowds, while also 
demonstrating the ability of the city’s growth 
to occur in new ways. It is happening not 
alongside wide, multi-lane roads; instead, this 
part of intown’s resurgence is taking shape 
around the BeltLine’s shared spaces and bike 
lanes (and, some day in the future, planned 
rail transit). 
 The sea change ushered in by the BeltLine 
can’t be understated. In one of the least 
“designed” large cities in the U.S., where 
market trends and interstate infrastructure 
have had an outsized role in shaping the urban 
fabric, people are now excited about re-thinking 
how the city is shaped. Residents who seldom 
considered the urban environment beyond 
their own block have become aware of the 
strength of conceptualizing whole neighborhoods 

and the links between them. And it is having 
an effect on architects as well.
 Ryan Gravel is a senior urban designer 
for the Atlanta offi ce of Perkins+Will. His 
master’s thesis in Architecture and City 
Planning from Georgia Tech in 1999 became 
the original vision for the BeltLine. He 
said that the project is “making obvious 
improvements to the form and life of the city, 
but the consumer market that it is generating 
is also pressuring developers and architects 
to make better buildings. 
 “You can see this right now with the 
unfolding of Ponce City Market, which is 
raising the bar three or four rungs for quality. 
But you can also see it on the drawing boards 
for projects like the Atlanta Dairies site on 
Memorial Drive, which are re-introducing 
Atlanta to a more interesting mix of uses, 
like markets, music, and the arts. They’re 
also taking advantage of both historic and 
nondescript old structures to deliver more 
inventive designs. Along with the general 
upgrades in Downtown and Midtown, an 
emerging bicycle culture, and a fantastic 
culinary scene, Atlanta’s central city is coming 
alive in a really interesting way.”

Ponce City Market
The adaptive reuse of a hulking, 1925 Sears, 
Roebuck & Company distribution center is an 

appropriately transformative project to 
take place alongside the BeltLine. One point 
one million square feet of the structure has 
undergone a mixed-use conversion as Ponce 
City Market (PCM). The fi nished product 
includes 517 square feet of offi ces, 300 square 
feet of retail, and 259 residential units. The 
project has proven successful in drawing in 
tenants, with most of the offi ce space already 
leased to a variety of high-profi le companies 
including Twitter, and an array of shops is set 
to open throughout 2015.
 Atlanta architect Kyle Kessler said that 
PCM, which sits directly beside the eastside 
BeltLine path, is “important as a project itself 
(adaptive reuse, on the BeltLine, etc.) but
 also because it appears to have captured 
the public’s imagination and is setting a new 
baseline for development in Atlanta.” 
 Indeed, even the high rental prices announced 
for the residential units have not soured the 
city on it. PCM has become a symbol of what 
Atlanta can accomplish in terms of reusing 
structures of the past, and re-aligning them 
with modes of transportation other than cars,
and opening them to public space.
 Immediately south of PCM lies Historic 
Fourth Ward Park. Opened in 2011, it offers 17 
acres of green space, walkways, an amphitheater 
and event lawn, and numerous water features. 
A stormwater detention basin forms a two-
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URBANISING ATLANTA
Georgia’s largest city is establishing a new pattern for urban success by building density in its core and opening new 
modes of transit. Darin Givens tells us about the city’s aspirations and struggles as it develops in the 21st century. 

Historic Fourth Ward Park, opened 
in 2011, is the sort of urban-scale public 
space that many may be surprised to 
fi nd in Atlanta. 
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acre lake, surrounded by a carefully land-
scaped park. Several recently constructed mid-
rise apartment buildings overlook the park, 
which boasts a popular playground and splash 
pad that draw in families from surrounding 
neighborhoods. The sight of children playing 
in a carefully designed park, in the midst  
of human-scale residential development and  
a multi-use path, conveys a very European 
sensibility in its overall aesthetic; something 
many may be surprised to find in Atlanta. 

Struggling to find connections 
In a city that is sliced through its core several 
times with interstate highway infrastructure,  
as well as large arterial roads that serve  
highway entrances and exits, finding pedestrian- 
friendly connections from place to place can 
sometimes be a challenge. In many cases the 
urban fabric can be repaired, but sometimes 
the city seems content to develop islands of 
activity set apart from each other.
 Atlantic Station is 138 acres of a former 
brownfield site that became a master-planned, 
mixed-use city within a city. Opened in 2005, 
it has an impressive six million square feet of 
office space that sits among a varied array of 
housing, including townhomes, apartments, 
condos, and detached houses. Its central retail 
area is an outdoor shopping mall outfitted with  
gridded streets that host popular shopping 
destinations, with levels of parking stacked 
directly underneath.
 But despite being walkable in itself, there  
is a rough transition between Atlantic Station 
and surrounding nodes of activity, from which 
it is separated by a combination of interstate 
highways, car-centric corridors, and freight  
rail lines. Without a safe pedestrian connection  
to the rest of Midtown to the east and west, 
or to Buckhead to the north, it is largely a car 
destination.
 Car destinations are also a big part of the 
landscape of Atlanta’s affluent Buckhead 
section, on the north end of the city. The 
commuter congestion on its central Peachtree 
Road corridor is known by locals as something  
to be avoided as much as possible. One attempt  
to link Buckhead’s destinations for human-
powered transportation is PATH400 Greenway  
Trail. This north-south multi-use path will 
eventually link up with the BeltLine on its 
south end. Its first phase opened in January  
2015, and the full 5.2 miles of trail will 
eventually connect a series of parks, schools, 
and neighborhoods to the urban center of 
Buckhead. 

 
 
 

What are the forces and philosophies  
driving architecture today and how do  
they mesh with your approach to design?

The current focus seems to be on envelopes,  
form making, and the use of technology. 
There’s quite a bit of creative and good 
work going on in a more generic path, but 
the things that seem to be in the limelight 
and which so many young architects are 

striving to achieve have to do with works 
of architecture that are iconic in their use of 
technology. That as an agenda seems to  
throw out the baby with the bathwater when  
it comes to creating useful and socially 
engaging work. The place of architects in 
terms of placemaking and taking advantage  
of the impact their building is going to have 
on the surrounding environment I think is 
diminishing. It reflects an increasing isolation  

of the architect from an engagement  
with the city as a whole and becoming  
more and more engaged with the machinery  
of design. This doesn’t match with our 
design approach. We’ve followed in the 
wake of people like Aalto and Eames and 
people who saw architecture and design 
as a sophisticated and entertaining way to 
engage with the environment and with the 
people that use it. 
- Craig Hodgetts, Hodgetts + Fung 

The ones we are most tapped into in our 
practice have to do with making. There is 
a general movement towards making, and 
that is not just design in terms of architects 
but also in learning and in other fields like 
education. We set up our studio as both  
a design studio and fabrication practice and 
it has very practical advantages and, more 

importantly, an ethos about the virtual and 
the physical, and I think it ties into larger 
forces connected with design. The honey-
moon with the purely digital is over. There 
is a workflow and continuity between the 
physical and the digital.
- Bradley Samuels, Situ Studio

Obviously sustainability is the major  
driver in design today. I think where that 
meshes with our design approach is when 
accountability is brought into the picture.  
It involves hard questions that we all  
have to consider; the simplest being, is it 
appropriate in a given situation to build or  
not, or should we even as a firm get involved.  
To me there needs to be more of an  
acceptance that construction is a destructive  
and resource-intensive undertaking and 
with that acceptance should come the  

WE AskEd somE oF oUR FAvoRiTE ARchiTEcTs FRom AcRoss ThE 
UniTEd sTATEs To AnsWER ElEvEn qUEsTions AboUT ThE sTATE 
oF ThE pRAcTicE TodAy. ThE FolloWing sElEcTion oF REsponsEs 
WAs AssEmblEd To FiT ThE spAcE AvAilAblE WhilE pREsEnTing  
A sUm oF ThE mAny And somETimEs conFlicTing pERspEcTivEs. 

voicEs oF ARchiTEcTURE

The Atlanta BeltLine is a series of paths  
and greenspace that is boosting the city’s 
parkland by 40 percent.
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 The fact that the Buckhead community 
business district has shown major support 
for the PATH400 project is telling; even in the 
most challenging places, Atlanta is focused on 
developing in a new way. 
 Perhaps the most challenging location of  
all is Underground Atlanta in the south end of  
Downtown. With lower-level storefronts that 
used to be at the main street level in the earliest  
days of Atlanta, before the viaducts were built 
over them (hence “underground”), this is the 
historic birthplace of the city that eventually 
morphed into a financially troubled mall. 
 Even the presence of a MARTA rail station 
next door has not been able to draw enough 
foot traffic to make the mall profitable. One 
probable culprit is geography: It is disconnected  
from the popular neighborhoods of the city  
by crisscrossing highways, a railroad gulch, 
and a series of enormous events facilities and 
their adjacent parking structures. 
 The city decided in 2014 to end its  
ownership of Underground Atlanta. Making 
the sole bid for purchase, developer WRS Inc. 
has submitted concepts that would transform 
it into 12 acres of mixed uses, including a 
grocery store, additional retail, and residential 
development. Instead of only trying to draw in 
visitors from other neighborhoods in the city, 
this new plan for the space could end up some 
day serving as the centerpiece for the South 
Downtown neighborhood.

Atlanta Daily World Building: big gains 
from small packages
This is a modest building, physically, by any 
standard. Comprising 4,756 square feet of 
space on 0.11 acres of land, this simple two-
story structure built in 1930 is not visually 
striking. But true to its placement on Auburn 
Avenue, which served as the epicenter of 
African American commercial and cultural  
life for several decades in the early-to-mid  
20th century, it has a prominent place in the 
city’s history.
 It served as the headquarters for its name-
sake publication for many years, which was 
the nation’s first successful black-owned daily 
newspaper. Threatened with demolition after 
being damaged by a 2008 tornado that hit 
Downtown Atlanta, it was spared thanks to the 
voices of local preservationists. A real estate 
professional purchased it and has carefully 
renovated the building for apartments on top 
and two retail spaces below.
 Small projects like this tend to slide  
under the radar, missing out on the coverage 
afforded to mega developments. But these 
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desire to treat the process with respect, 
great care, and responsibility.
- Craig Steely, Craig Steely Architecture

There are forces that push “object” buildings,  
there is a commercial architecture fueled  
by developers and financial gain, and there 
is a growing interest in what is being called 
architecture of resilience. Our practice has 
believed in work that, in many ways, is in 
opposition to the first two forces. Although 
we do not articulate our work as being 
“green” this is an underlying principle of  
all we do.
- Billie Tsien, Tod Williams Billie Tsien

Is technology shaping your practice in 
significant new ways? 

Yes, the technologies that we have in the 
office are really influencing how we design 
and how we visualize our work. Then there 
are the tools—3D printers, MakerBots,  
etc.—all have allowed us to explore design 
more deeply earlier in the process. We’ve 
been doing Revit for more than a decade 
now. What’s been interesting is that some 
of the younger employees have brought 
Grasshopper and Rhino into the office. Those  
have allowed us to explore and visualize 
and express the building and look at the 
data of the building in different ways. 
- Scott Kelsey, CO Architects 

We’re friendly to new technology but find 
that it’s important to try design with the 
most basic attitude towards technical  
innovation. For example, most of the issues 

of sustainable construction can be solved 
with proper orientation, ventilation, and  
insulation. We prefer to open a window 
than to turn on the air conditioner. We do try  
to anticipate technologies that will become 
practical as their costs come down. PV’s  
will surely become part of the standard  
repertoire of construction. So will green 
roofs and extensive planting. Likewise,  
rainwater capture. None of this requires 
great technical sophistication, but it does 
demand a shift in attitude.
- Michael Sorkin, Michael Sorkin Studio

We thrive on new technologies that are 
opening up every day. We are really excited 
right this moment about a new chip that 
|has been designed for LED lighting that  
can make a regular interior light fixture shift 

color subtly through the day to match the 
color shift in the sun’s light. This color shift 
is important to set the body’s Circadian 
rhythms and to trigger production of  
melatonin late in the day so we sleep  
well. We are planning to use these lights  
in a medical school facility we are working 
on currently. Architecture can be such  
an important contributor to health through 
some of these new technologies.
-Lawrence W. Speck, Page

What role does hand drawing play in  
your design process? Are you seeing  
a resurgence of interest in hand drawing 
among recent graduates?

I was trained in hand drawing. It’s central 
to all my work. The recent graduates I hire 



are the ones that make neighborhoods feel 
authentic. According to Kessler, this project is 
important because “it’s on the opposite end of  
the scale as Ponce City Market. Much of what 
has stifled development in Atlanta’s urban  
core is that developers can’t get the property 
assemblages together to make a project big 
enough for the pro forma to work. This building  
was a goner, but the project proves that a 
small developer can make the numbers work. 
Hopefully this is a model that can be repeated 
throughout downtown and the rest of the city.”

Challenges for furthering Atlanta’s good 
urbanism
Urbanists have much to celebrate in the strides 
Atlanta has taken toward building places that 
are more walkable and that echo some of the 
best practice of good urban form. Though  
the city government has supported efforts  
at reshaping the city for the better, it has not  
always taken the reigns when it comes to 
leading those efforts and fostering a cohesive 
vision. Matthew Garbett, a community leader 
who is currently working with the city on  
a tactical urbanism project, said, “I think 
urbanists share a vision for the city, but I don’t 
think we’re effectively sharing that vision 
in a way that is shaping the city. We lack an 
advocate at the city-wide level who really has 
the people and the press’s attention, someone 
willing to speak about the bad and the real, 
sometimes difficult measures that need to be 
taken to improve.”
 And even with the addition of planned 
public spaces such as the BeltLine, the market 
economy still has the biggest say in what gets 
developed. As Kessler noted: “Yes, architects 
are taking part in the vision, but I wouldn’t say 
we’re leading the vision. As has been proven 
with the new Falcons stadium, Civic Center, 
Turner Field, Underground Atlanta, etc., the 
vision has been put forward by a developer 
who’s worked with a particular architect, but 
architects serving as design advocates have not 
been out in front of the process. 
 “There have been calls in the media and from 
new organizations such as the Architecture  
& Design Center to raise the level of discourse 
regarding architecture, but I think Atlanta 
needs more architects advocating for better 
design and not just allowing developers,  
bankers, and other participants that don’t have 
an obligation to serve the public to dictate 
what gets built.”

Darin Givens is a web professional anD free-

lance writer. He lives in Downtown atlanta 

witH His family anD bloGs as atl Urbanist.
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may be able to draw by hand but it is never 
their first recourse, even when a hand 
sketch is clearly more efficient. This is most 
apparent in CD and CA. The clarification  
detail I can rip out in 15 minutes—and they 
could too—takes them an hour or two 
(often more) in AutoCAD. I think a couple 
of things are at work in their young minds. 
First is a funny, almost moral idea about 
the inherent superiority of the accuracy 
of digital drawings: for them N.T.S.— that 
hallmark of the field sketch—is just wrong. 
Second—and I come across this a lot, but  
it may be endemic to my school—is the  
notion that in digital work you are primarily  
building an electronic version of the 
building—that is the effort—for which the 
drawings are just sloughed off by-products. 
That is quite different from making a set of 

drawings, which, because they are already 
twice removed, have to be thought about 
with primary regard for how and what they 
communicate. The hand drawing remains a 
brutally efficient way to communicate ideas; 
it is the need to communicate that is today  
I think less well understood.
- David Heymann, University of Texas, Austin

Should the licensing process be stream-
lined? If so, how? If not, why?

Like by getting licensed from school? It’s 
a terrible idea. It’s a great way to justify 
these programs that are providing five-year 
masters degrees, but it’s a bit of a scam: 
Let’s conflate and compress education and 
professional licensure and act like nothing’s 
given up in the process. I’m not buying 

it. You know the way there’s a separation 
between church and state? There’s a reason 
we have a separation between the academy 
and the profession. Now, once you get  
out of school, I think you should be able 
to take the licensing exam as soon as you 
want, all at once if you wanted. But I still 
believe the internship is important to be in 
the culture of a firm, which is very different 
from the culture of a school.
- Marlon Blackwell, Marlon Blackwell Architects

A national license would be nice and would 
save money for both the states and archi-
tects. It seems other countries manage this 
one.
- Carol Ross Barney, Ross Barney Architects

Yes. I could go on and on here since I 

chaired a task force for Texas Society of 
Architects that looked into this. What is 
disturbing to me about NCARB’s current 
direction is that they seem to be reducing 
the duration of internships but still keeping  
all the intricate rules and bureaucracy. I 
think we should do the opposite—keep high 
standards in terms of duration, but allow 
more flexibility and less bean counting and 
box checking.
- Lawrence W. Speck, Page

What can be done to improve the racial and 
sexual diversity of the profession? 

I am so disappointed with the hollow gestures  
I see from our professions. The only way to 
attract minorities is to glorify what we do 
so they can see how it touches their lives, 
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Facing page: Ponce City Market is an adaptive-reuse project that is 
turning a 1925 Sears, Roebuck & Company distribution center into a 
mixed-use destination with commercial, retail, and residential space.
 
This page: KDC Real Estate is developing a 2.2 million-square-foot  
office building, designed by Cooper Carry & Associates, which  
will connect to MARTA’s Dunwoody Station. 
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and show them how much money they 
can make to support their families. We are 
too invisible. We were taught to be a quiet 
gentlemen’s profession, but by being that, 
we are invisible to the general population. 
We need to go populist to really achieve 
diversity.
- Thomas Balsley, Thomas Balsley Associates

I know with women, this is such a complex 
problem. One of the big reasons is just 
babies. We are working through the  
challenges of that now. You have to be 
flexible. If you have a new mom and expect 
them to get back six weeks after having 
a baby, good luck. I know I couldn’t. They 
[David Baker Architects] gave me a good 
maternity leave for five months, and then 
another month where they let me transition 
in. I don’t think only women should get that 
privilege. Firms should support equality  
of life and work balance. People are happier 
and more productive then.
- Amanda Loper, David Baker Architects

Alas, racism and sexism are endemic  
to our society—just look at Ferguson. It’s 
still urgent that we all work actively to  
overcome this legacy. The schools seem  
to be doing pretty well in admissions and 
faculty diversity—a slower process—is 
catching up. But, as long as wealth and 
power are disproportionately in the hands 
of white men, things will never be as they 
should. The fight continues!
- Michael Sorkin, Michael Sorkin Studio

The greatest difficulty in increasing diversity 
is the perception that architecture is not a 
secure profession. And unfortunately that  
perception is based on truth. Women might 
stay in the profession if there was a more 
accepting attitude in offices and if the 
government was more supportive of child-
care. While we cannot control government 
practices we can control what happens in 
our offices. We need to be parent friendly. 
Childcare issues last a relatively short  
time, architecture as a profession lasts 
much longer.
- Billie Tsien, Tod Williams Billie Tsien

What is an architect’s civic responsibility 
and how involved are you in your local 
community?

You have to get involved. We belong to 
the boards of several local organizations. 
One opportunity is to get involved in kids 
schools and activities. That allows you  
to be involved with family and community 
simultaneously. Lending your expertise 
and services to the communities that you 
are part of and that interest you is what we 
suggest. Everybody needs the architect’s 
ability to solve problems even if they are 
not specifically architectural. 
- Byron Kuth, Elizabeth Ranieri, Kuth Ranieri Architects

Every building regardless of scale, use,  
and type should have a civic responsibility.  
We define “client” very broadly: There is 
the specific client with whom we have a 
contractual relationship and there is the 
larger public with whom we have an ethical 
relationship. 
 In this era of global responsibility, we are 
reminded that architecture is a social art. As 

the public realm is increasingly eroded, we 
must work of necessity in hybrid terrains, no  
longer just adding the new and “novel,” but 
transforming sites at every scale to recast 
the terms of what serves the individual and 
the collective, and what is natural and what 
is public.
- Michael Manfredi, Weiss/Manfredi

As a critic, I write extensively about local 
issues. As a teacher, my students and  
I engage city sites and issues that are in 
play. As a “theorist” I strongly advocate 
for the idea of the local as both a source of 
architectural particularity and as a medium 
of democratic practice. As researchers, we 
are directly engaged in seeking forms that 
support and encourage local autonomy. 
As a political person, I am active in local 
disputes and initiatives. As stewards of the 
environment, architects have a special role 
in ameliorating the places they live and 
practice. As citizens, architects have duties 
they share with others but which they  
must interpret through the medium of their 
special skills and practice. I am disgusted, 
for example, that the AIA cannot bring  
itself to urge its members to withhold their 
services from the purveyors of torture  
and execution. These are not architectural 
questions but we have some special  
leverage to resist this barbarism.
- Michael Sorkin, Michael Sorkin Studio

Does your firm regularly enter competitions? 
 
No. We’re too busy trying to make payroll. 
Are we suckers for them sometimes? Yes. 
There’s a book of suckers around here 
someplace. I mean, the pay is nothing and 
you do tons of work. I think they can be  
useful, if they’re run properly; if there’s more 
of a procedural and objective approach  
to how work is decided upon. If you could 
win a project based on ideas rather than 
what your RFQ looks like, that would be 
invigorating.
- Marlon Blackwell, Marlon Blackwell Architects

Yes, I believe in anonymous competitions, 
and we do at least one per year. If New York 
City followed Spain’s successful competition  
structure we would build all public projects  
this way and create opportunities for talented  
architects, young or not.
- Carlos Brillembourg, Carlos Brillembourg Architects

We sometimes enter competitions, although  
we do not believe they are the best way to 
select an architect. They are like “picture” 
brides—getting married based on an image. 
The image is hardly ever realized and the 
image is never really the right answer. We 
prefer a process-based and collaborative 
approach to find the solution.
- Billie Tsien, Tod Williams Billie Tsien

Has your firm worked in emerging markets 
in Asia, the Middle East, or elsewhere?  
If so, what lessons have you learned or 
challenges have you faced in these markets?

For 16 years I also had an office in Caracas, 
Venezuela, that gave me a different  
perspective on the role of architecture in  
a society that is in the process of formation. 
Your building can have a very large impact 

for society at large in a developing country.
- Carlos Brillembourg, Carlos Brillembourg Architects

We practice in many of these markets  
when invited to do so. Genuine cultural 
respect and understanding is critical, as is 
understanding the basics of the physical 
environment—the ways of means of  
construction—and seeking out the best in 
local collaborators.
- Craig Hartman, SOM

I think the most important lesson is to  
get paid up front. Get a very large retainer  
that enables you to produce the first 
two submissions without losing money. 
Because they will always pay to get you 
started, then you may struggle to get paid 
after that. The other lesson is knowing that 
everything is going to be taken over by 
somebody else. You have to define the  
rules for the design. They need to understand  
the rules and the intentions, so they will 
change according to those rules rather than 
just changing.
- Alvin Huang, Synthesis Design + Architecture  

What is the future of the American city? 

Generally the future looks good to us 
because people want to be around other 
people and not spend time commuting. 
Here on the West Coast and in Northern 
California specifically, we are enjoying a 
technology boom. The future of the city will 
be shaped by this growing population that 
embraces change. 
- Byron Kuth, Elizabeth Ranieri, Kuth Ranieri Architects

I think the future of the American city 
should lie in the belief that it has the 
potential to be “its own best city.” In other 
words, it is critical that (smaller) American 
cities grow and develop in a manner  
that embraces the notion that they are  
necessarily the best of their type through 
local and cultural idiosyncrasies—qualities 
that should be celebrated, strengthened, 
and hyperbolized. In my own particular  
city, it becomes disheartening when we 
internally base qualitative comparisons to 
other cities like New York City. New York 
City can never be Louisville.
- Roberto De Leon, De Leon & Primmer 
Architecture Workshop

Cities are America’s and the planet’s  
sustainable future. Future cities will be 
denser and more efficient. I am a Rust  
Belter and our cities are relatively dense, 
but our infrastructure is desperately in 
need of renewal and can be infinitely more 
efficient.
- Carol Ross Barney, Ross Barney Architects

We just finished a project about the future 
of New York, and I think one of the things 
that was quite clear is the future is unequal. 
Inequality is greater than it has ever been  
in cities—this is as true in New York as  
anywhere in the country, if not more so.
- Bradley Samuels, Situ Studio

We must also question the idea of density 
as unmitigated good.
- Michael Sorkin, Michael Sorkin Studio

I think the future of Sun Belt cities is very 
bright indeed. The best of them have 

bought into the idea of making themselves 
more compact, increasing density at the 
core, embracing mixed uses and pedestrian, 
bicycle, and public transit oriented  
transportation. Many have even started 
looking at rehabilitating the suburbs and 
changing their out-of-date building types 
and patterns of settlement in substantial 
and creative ways.
-Lawrence W. Speck, Page

What are architecture students not being 
taught that they need to be successful 
practitioners?

I get back to fundamentals. This sounds 
stupid, but scale, proportion, insistence on 
mastering the language of the discipline, 
and understanding the canonical aspects 
of architecture and their relevance to today. 
I’m just dismayed at the level of talent that 
comes out of schools and runs through 
the profession. I’ve never had a client 
come to me and say, “what I want is an ill- 
proportioned, unresolved, expediently  
delivered project that underperforms,  
and I’ll pay you for that.” I’ve never had 
anybody say that. I would doubt that  
most people cranking out this shit have 
either. What are we doing in schools that 
permits that?
- Marlon Blackwell, Marlon Blackwell Architects

One thing that I think is becoming a problem  
is the issue of understanding scale. That  
is a digital problem, and it comes from 
looking at things on the screen. So the 
translation of what’s on screen to physical 
dimensions and physical scales is often  
a big struggle. That’s why a lot of projects 
are being assessed as objects or images,  
because that’s the way they’re being 
designed. Ninety percent of the views you 
have when you are navigating a 3D model 
are from a helicopter.
- Alvin Huang, Synthesis Design + Architecture  

Architecture students need to be taught 
about the importance of interiors. After 
drawing in “scale-less” space on computer 
screens, students need to better understand 
human scale. They spend too much time on 
the outside and need to understand we all 
live our lives on the inside.
- Billie Tsien, Tod Williams Billie Tsien

Are you satisfied with the AIA as your  
professional association?

The AIA I think would gain value if it fought 
for protection of intellectual property of 
architects. Architects should get the same 
amount of credit for the work as their  
photographer does. That’s one example 
where the AIA is way behind the curve.
- Craig Hodgetts, Hodgetts + Fung 

For me it’s doing a pretty good job, what 
I don’t know is if the AIA is meaningful to 
the next generation thinking about whether 
they want to go through the process and 
get something from it. I don’t know if the 
AIA is doing that as aggressively as it could. 
Maybe that’s contributing to the reduction 
of people going through licensure. Maybe 
the AIA needs to spend more time on how 
to advocate on behalf of people who have 
not registered yet. 
- Scott Kelsey, CO Architects 
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the facade is the defi ning aspect of every building. it is where the artistic 
vision is most visible and where the performance factor is most vulnerable. 
improving technologies in facade systems and high-performance glass, 
in particular, along with tighter standards for energy-effi cient buildings, 
have led to a reduction in the estimated $40 billion tab spent in america on 
needless energy loss. Users of the DOe-2 program, for instance, report 
that it routinely results in a 10 percent to 30 percent reduction in energy 
loss and peak electrical demand.

today, architects face more choices than ever when selecting the materials 
and systems that will give their projects a distinctive appearance while 
ensuring a high-level of environmental performance. in this special 
section, AN conducts a survey of new designs and products that achieve 
a synthesis of aesthetics and function.

Face 
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atLanta, geoRgIa
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Assuming a form befi tting its purpose, the canted, curving walls of this 
structure recall a pair of interlocking hands. Clad in 27,000 square feet of 
Trespa high pressure laminate panels, the 70-foot-tall facade is faced in 
only two colors of panels; rotating them creates the impression of a more 
extensive color palette as sunlight refl ects off the surfaces in different ways.

Produced by Leslie Clagett



Color can transform a design, but only if it 
refuses to fade, chalk or submit to the elements. 
When you specify TRINAR, you are ensuring 
your project will retain its beautiful appearance 
-  season, after season, after season. The proof 
can be seen in every TRINAR installation: brilliant 
color and gloss performance that continues 
to be proven over time.

TRINAR is a 70% PVDF coating that meets 
the AAMA 2605 superior performance spec for 
coil and extrusion coatings, and can be found 
on some of the most recognizable buildings 
worldwide. Its performance enhances many 
different elements of the exterior facade: from 
louvers to metal roofs, and from column covers 
to commercial windows.

Learn how TRINAR endures at
www.akzonobel.com/ccna

TRINAR® 
coatings
The color you 
spec is the
color that stays

Photo courtesy of Dri-Design | www.dri-design.com

YKK AP supports your spec from sketch to completion.

You can count on tested and proven high-performance facade systems from YKK AP. But most 
importantly, whether you’re searching for impact resistance, low U-values, or some fresh air with 
operable windows, YKK AP gives you more support and design choices to deliver on your vision.

Visit Booth 859
AIA Convention 2015
May 14-16, Atlanta
commercial.ykkap.com
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A variety of materials were employed to redevelop 
the agrarian aesthetic of the former Kellogg Cereal 
City Museum in its transformation into the Battle Creek 
Area Math & Science Center, a facility designed to 
educate high school students and allow for the design, 
manufacture, and distribution of science-related 
curriculum materials. 
 Six existing roof forms of the 64,000-square-foot 
building were replaced by two cantilevered fl oors over 
the entry plaza. Different Guardian glazings, including 
SunGuard SNR 43 and SunGuard SuperNeutral 68, 
provide a range of visible light transmission and 
optimal thermal performance to help HVAC systems 
better manage energy performance, as well as provide 
comfort and all the benefi ts of natural light to the 
students and other building occupants. On the second 
fl oor, a glass curtain wall defi nes a greenhouse 
area, which showcases the Center’s commitment to 
research-based learning.
 “Guardian glass played a very important role in 
helping us achieve our design goals,” says Matt 
Slagle of TowerPinkster, who was the lead architect 
on the project. “Its neutral appearance allows for the 
seamless transition from the building’s original form to 
a state-of-the-art school.”
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Solarban, IdeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks of PPG Industries Ohio, Inc.

It’ll change the way you look at neutral glass.
Introducing Solarban® 67 glass. A crisp, vibrant neutral glass that stands out from 
the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
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BEYOND THE WALL by DANIEL LIBESKIND

DEKTON. UNLIMITED.

“My first thought about DEKTON was the material has 
a lot of character, an intrinsic character that is as
deep as natural stone, but in a completely
innovative way with improved resistance,
properties and made in large format.”
Daniel Libeskind

www.dekton.com
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It’ll change the way you look at neutral glass.
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the crowd. For a sample, call 1-888-PPG-IDEA or visit ppgideascapes.com/sb67.
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1 BUILd-a-patteRn
 camBRIdge 
 aRcHItectURaL

To enhance solar shading and 
facade appearance, this new 
program allows architects to 
combine multiple patterns of 
varying densities within a single 
metal-mesh panel.

cambridgearchitectural.com

2 ReVeaL paneL 
 sYstem
 James HaRdIe

Developed specifi cally for multi-
family, mixed-use, senior living, 
and light commercial facilities, 
these panels can be cut on-site 
to deliver an expressed joint look 
with deep shadow lines. Trims 
and fasteners can be fi eld painted 
or their metal fi nishes left exposed. 
The ventilated rainscreen assembly 
incorporates best practices for 
moisture management.

jameshardiecommercial.com

3 FoRmawaLL 
 gRapHIx seRIes
 centRIa

This single component wall 
system facilitates the design 
of complex patterns that combine 
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal 
reveals within a single panel. The 
panels have a steel face and liner, 
along with factory foamed-in-
place insulation that fi lls the voids 
in the panel joinery and prevents 
a reduction in thermal values. 
They also feature pressure-
equalized horizontal joinery that 
provides long-term protection 
with minimal maintenance.

centriaperformance.com

4 soLaRtRac 
 ReFLectance modULe
 mecHosYstems

When added to SolarTrac software, 
the Refl ectance Module calculates 
fi rst-order refl ections, and 
enables roller shades to be 
positioned accordingly on a zone-
by-zone basis across the facade. 

mechoshade.com

5 ReVeaL-gIRt
 KnIgHt waLL sYstems

This new rain-screen framing 
system, designed for open-joint, 
exposed-fastener facades, creates 
the aesthetic illusion of depth 
in the joint itself. Designed with 
two wide anchoring surfaces, 
Reveal-Girt can accommodate two 
adjoining panel edges on one rail, 
which delivers both savings and 
effi ciencies in labor and materials.

knightwallsystems.com

6 coLUmn coVeRs
 moZ desIgns

These column covers are 
fabricated from heavy gauge, 
solid-core aluminum in round, 
square, oval, and racetrack 
confi gurations. More than 
500 color, grain, and pattern 
combinations are available. 
Columns are pre-formed and 
pre-engineered for easy on-site 
installation.

mozdesigns.com
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7 gReenscReen

Fabricated of recycled steel, this 
wall-mounted grid of powder-
coated, welded wire creates 
a three-dimensional trellising 
system that provides a captive 
growing space for plants to 
fl ourish and intertwine. Standard 
panels measure 48-inches by 
96-inches.

greenscreen.com

8 LIneaRIs
 swIsspeaRL

For installing with open joints, 
these plank-format panels are 
available in four sizes: 1500mm 
x 147mm, 2500mm x 147mm, 
1500mm x 300mm, and 2500mm 
x 300mm; all are 8mm thick. Rot 
resistant, incombustible, and low 
in maintenance, they are offered 
in more than 50 colors.

swisspearl.com

9 meteon
 tRespa

In a new palette of six grey colors 
that complement other facade 
elements like windows and doors, 
these matte-fi nish panels have 
a grained effect that perfectly 
mimics the source pattern 
of the original wood. Weather- 
and UV-resistant, the panels have 
a closed-surface structure, which 
keeps the product smooth and 
easy to clean.

trespa.com

10 optImo smootH
 KIngspan

This single-component insulated 
metal panel product offers faster 
on-site installation compared 
to built-up wall systems. It also 
delivers high-energy effi ciency 
through superior air tightness, 
low thermal bridging, and a high 
R-value. Made with recaptured 
metals, the panels weigh three 
pounds per square foot. Available 
in multiple profi les, trim-less 
ends, fi nishes, and color options.

kingspanpanels.us

11 stRongFIx
 tHesIZe

Created for architects looking 
to design sleek, sturdy facades 
with minimal hassle, StrongFix 
from TheSize Surfaces is a new 
all-in-one ventilated facade and 
installation system featuring 
slim, large-format Neolith tiles 
pre-fi tted with metal brackets. The 
fi rst system of its kind, StrongFix 
is also slated to be ICC Certifi ed 
this summer.  

thesize.es
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gReat WaLLS
CLADDING

whether it’s a unitized panel to facilitate faster 
build-speed or a cladding material that promises 
unlimited creative expression, new products for 
exterior walls elevate both the art and science of 
design. By Leslie clagett
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With over 30 years of experience, we can bring a solution based
approach to your next unitized curtain wall or custom glass 
façade project. SPONSOR
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NY’s largest glazing contractor serving 
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pOWeRHOUSe 
KJØRBO
sandVIKa, noRwaY

PROFILE

Powerhouse Kjørbo is a pair of energy 
positive buildings—structures that produce 
more energy than they will consume over 
the course of their lifetime. The renovation 
of the 56,000-square-foot 1980s offi ce 
buildings resulted in an 80% reduction of 
the structures’ total energy demand.
 Key to the realization of the project’s 

energy and aesthetic goals were aluminum 
solutions from Wicona, a leading aluminum 
systems brand that is part of Sapa Group’s 
building systems division. Anodized 
aluminum and wood windows are used to 
maintain the historical look of the building, 
as required by the local municipality. 
Aluminum was used to minimize the window 

frame size and maximize transparent 
areas. Philipp Müller, a senior consultant 
for building physics and sustainability with 
Sapa Group, explains that a special type 
of window was designed, which can be 
opened outward and fulfi lls passive-house 
requirements. Such a slim frame could not 
have been produced in wood.

 In addition, the life-cycle perspective 
was crucial. To recycle to energy-positive 
standards, all materials must be dismantled 
in a very structured way. Unlike other 
materials, aluminum doesn’t suffer from 
quality downgrading during this process.
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Today’s building designs require superior levels of expertise to
transform materials into effective solutions. For more than three
decades, Sapa has been providing extruded aluminum products for
leading commercial building and construction products. Our advanced
engineering, world class design assistance, and unmatched global
production resources make Sapa a perfect partner for the industry.

From window and door framing systems to storefront systems
and curtainwall components, strong, lightweight, and sustainable
aluminum from Sapa is the answer to today’s toughest design
challenges.

Aluminum and Sustainability
• Aluminum is highly sustainable and supports LEED credits
• Aluminum is 100% recyclable with high scrap value
• Nearly 75% of all aluminum ever produced is still in use today

Contact us for more about Sapa and commercial construction.

NorthAmerica.Sales@sapagroup.com • (877) 710-7272

Advanced aluminum extrusion solutions for commercial construction

Sapa Extrusions North America

www.sapagroup.com/NA

GREENER FUTURE
SHAPING A  
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Sometimes, real beauty is on the outside.

For truly fresh facing, Crossville® exclusively offers our award-winning SureClad® Ventilated Façade 
Systems, with advanced, energy-saving airflow technology. 

Stunningly resilient in the face of weather and wear, SureClad can go almost anywhere traditional 
masonry or brick can go—and even places they can’t. Dress virtually any architectural style in 20+ 
shades of enviable, durable Porcelain Stone® for buildings that breathe beautifully.

Beautiful. Durable. Breathable. Discover superior exteriors, from Crossville®.

US

surecladporcelainstone.com
Exteriorcladding@crossvilleinc.com
Questions | 931-456-3136

Swiss Premium Façades

Come visit us at AIA Convention 2015,

Visit our brand new website
www.swisspearl.com

Photo: Steve Wanke, Warren

Photo: JC Buck, Black Bike Productions, Denver

May 14-16, Atlanta, booth #751
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 800.216.0670
             /hgstones
800.216.0670

             /

BROOKLYN
718.383.6708     272 Johnson Ave.   Brooklyn, NY 11206

EXTRAORDINARY SURFACE

Interior and exterior applications: fl ooring, cladding, countertops, furniture.
Resistant to stains, scratches, chemicals, extreme temperatures and 

UV exposure.
Maximum format, minimum thickness, di� erent fi nishes.

More than 40 available models.

DESIGN. DURABILITY. VERSATILITY. SUSTAINABILITY. 

Experience the endless possibilities of Neolith at our showrooms or online at 
hgstones.com/neolith

LONG ISLAND
631.300.0004     65 Davids Dr.   Hauppauge, NY 11788

MANHATTAN   SPRING 2015
212.964.0900     28 West 25th Street   New York, NY 10010



CeDaR RapiDS 
pUBLiC LiBRaRY
cedaR RapIds, Iowa

PROFILE

With a balanced blend of indoor and 
outdoor spaces, OPN Architects’ design 
for this municipal library embraces 
openness, transparency, and public 
engagement. The centerpiece of the 
library is the 200-seat Whipple Auditorium, 
which features a 24-foot by 40-foot curtain 
wall of SageGlass. The windows frame 
the changing landscape and cityscape, 
providing a living backdrop for the stage.
 “The entire building aims to reveal 
inner functions to the public, offering 
visitors views from inside the library out 
to the urban and park settings beyond 
and connecting the library to civic art, 
public gathering spaces, and programmed 
events. Using SageGlass enabled us 
to design a space with that kind of 
visual ‘wow’ factor,” says OPN architect 
Matthew Stewart. 
 The fi rm originally considered using 
two separate sun control systems for 
the auditorium: one to block glare and 
one with full blackout shades. But that 
approach would have been complex, 
inelegant, and would ultimately obscure 
views of the surroundings. Dynamic 
glass—glazing that darkens or clears 
in response to the sun—solved all the 
problems of glare, UV, heat control, 
and room darkening without losing the 
visual connection to the outdoors. While 
SageGlass can tint automatically, the 
library’s system features manual tinting 
controls since the auditorium is used 
for performances and presentations 
throughout the day.
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mept engIneeRs: desIgn engIneeRs
tHeateR consULtants: scHULeR sHooK, Inc. 
acoUstIcaL consULtants: tHResHoLd acoUstIcs
sIgnage desIgn: 
dan Van woeRt enVIRonmentaL gRapHIc desIgn
LIBRaRY pRogammIng: geoRge Lawson 
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Opening StatementS

1 35HL/50HL  
 Impact ResIstant  
 entRances
 YKK ap ameRIca

The 35HL/50HL impact  
resistant entrances were 
tested to meet large and 
small missile impact up to 50 
PSF. With low maintenance, 
single-point hook locks, the 
doors also meet the stringent 
standards for Florida’s High 
Velocity Hurricane Zone, 
Miami-Dade, and Broward 
counties. Each door features 
a reinforced tubular frame 
that allows for side-lite  
glazing without shear clips, 
while maintaining the  
structural integrity of transom  
frames. The 35HL/50HL  
entrances with standard low-e  
insulating glass meet 2012 
IECC for all climate zones.. 

ykkap.com

2 entIce entRance  
 sYstem
 cRL-U.s.  
 aLUmInUm

This is the first premium 
storefront of its kind that 
meets and exceeds the 
industry’s ever-evolving 
building codes and energy 
conservation requirements 
while maintaining an air  
of contemporary elegance. 
Designed with minimal  
vertical lines, and able  
to support door handle  
hardware on 1-inch insulating  
glass panels via specialized  
thru-glass fittings, the  
system is also available in 
a hybrid configuration with 
fully integrated, prewired, 
and serviceable LED lights 
that accent the top and bottom  
of the door. 

usalum.com

3 aLL ULtRex ptac
 IntegRItY

 

An Integrity All Ultrex  
Swinging Picture window 
that is mulled to a Packaged 
Terminal Air Conditioner 
(PTAC) unit opening is  
a popular solution for  
commercial projects because 
of the convenience it offers 
for AC installation. The 
interior and exterior of 
the window is pultruded 
fiberglass, making the unit 
virtually no-maintenance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

marvin.com

4 pILKIngton  
 spacIa
 pILKIngton noRtH  
 ameRIca

Pilkington Spacia vacuum 
glazing consists of an outer 
pane of low-e glass and an 
inner pane of clear glass, 
separated by a microspacer 
grid of tiny pillars, that  
offers the same thermal  
performance as conventional  
double glazing in one-
quarter of the thickness and 
two-thirds of the weight. 
Can be retrofit into existing 
window frames designed for 
single glazing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

pilkington.us

5 metRoVIew Fg  
 501t wIndow waLL
 KawneeR
 

Offering a slab-to-slab 
aluminum frame design 
with an integrated edge to 
replicate the sophisticated 
appearance of a true curtain 
wall, this sleek, efficient,  
and versatile unit is ideal for  
mid-rise commercial and 
multi-family housing projects.  
Corner members for either 
90-degree or 135-degree  
applications increase  
design flexibility. Optional 
expansion vertical mullions 
make it simple and economical  
to achieve a customized  
appearance. 
 
 
 

kawneer.com

6 sedaK

 
 

For the world’s largest 
climate chamber, sedak  
produced technically 
complex, heated insulated 
glass panes in an ultra-large 
format. The company can 
provide a variety of glass—
formed, pre-stressed,  
laminated, printed, coated, 
and insulated—in sizes up  
to 10 feet 6 inches by 49 feet. . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sedak.com

7 extRemedge 
 VIRacon
 

ExtremEdge decreases  
thermal heat loss of windows  
and so satisfies ever-more 
stringent energy codes and 
standards of sustainable  
design. To meet these 
requirements, the spacer 
is constructed with a lower 
conductivity biopolymer 
material and encapsulated 
in stainless steel. These 
materials reduce the edge’s 
conductivity and heat  
transfer into the building. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

viracon.com

GLAZING AND OPENINGS

From door assemblies and curtain walls to specialty glazing, these innovative 
products combine aesthetic appeal with high performance. By Leslie clagett
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As a global leader in the innovative design and manufacturing 
of sustainable high performance products, Kingspan’s insulated 
metal roof and wall panel systems set the standard. 

Kingspan’s KingZip™ standing seam roof systems and KarrierPanel™ 
barrier wall systems fast track the building envelope, creating 
a�ordable, low energy, low carbon, and net-zero energy buildings. 
Our one-step installation can even reduce build speed by up to 50%. 

Time to rethink what’s possible.

www.KingspanPanels.us

POSSIBLE
THAT’S THE POWER OF THE PANEL

aRcHItect: wHeeLeR 
KeaRns aRcHItects
geneRaL contRactoR: 
poweR constRUctIon
stRUctURaL engIneeRIng: 
c.e. andeRson & 
assocIates, p.c.
Facades consULtant: HILL 
aRcHItectURaL sYstems

While a design using conventional materials 
would satisfy the need for a fast build 
out and required energy performance, 
architects Wheeler Kearns wanted an 
exterior cladding that could not only go 
up quickly and provide high R-values, but 
would also give the mixed-use building an 
appearance that would make it a landmark 
in the West Town neighborhood of Chicago.
 Using Designwall 1000 insulated metal 
panels by Kingspan allowed the architects 
to develop a strong graphic pattern for the 
facade. Though seemingly random, the 
windows are carefully composed, offering 
each unit of the eleven-story building 
specifi c views and optimal exposure to 
natural light. The face of the building 
folds inward to broaden the sidewalk and 
prioritize the pedestrian experience while 
providing cover under a sculptural canopy. 
 IMPs have a core of continuous, rigid 
insulation that gives leading R-values a 
superior airtightness performance. They 
improve and ensure a stable interior 
environment. The Designwall 1000 panels 
not only contribute to LEED certifi cation 
ratings, but also a path to net-zero energy 
targets. As a contributing factor to a 
structure’s sustainability rating, the exterior 
skins contain a substantial amount of 
recycled content and offer multiple end-of-
life reuse options.



As a global leader in the innovative design and manufacturing 
of sustainable high performance products, Kingspan’s insulated 
metal roof and wall panel systems set the standard. 

Kingspan’s KingZip™ standing seam roof systems and KarrierPanel™ 
barrier wall systems fast track the building envelope, creating 
a�ordable, low energy, low carbon, and net-zero energy buildings. 
Our one-step installation can even reduce build speed by up to 50%. 

Time to rethink what’s possible.

www.KingspanPanels.us

POSSIBLEPOSSIBLE
THAT’S THE POWER OF THE PANEL



gOReS gROUp BUiLDing
BeVeRLY HILLs, caLIFoRnIa

PROFILE

In this renovation of a 1960s offi ce building, Belzberg Architects 
explores how the patterning of a facade can dance across three 
different materials (glass, stone, and painted aluminum) and 
effectively respond to varying conditions and programs. The 
application of a three-dimensional pattern that translates across 
surfaces and materials creates an equally profound effect at both 
the urban scale and the human scale. 
 The majority of the facade is composed of 50-inch by 100-
inch slumped glass panels; 327 of them, in fact. The facade was 
created using SentryGlas Expressions, a Kuraray technology 
under license to Pulp Studio. Three different shapes are arranged 
in varying orientations across the facade to form the primary 
patterning and surface deformation of the building.  Within the 
lamination of this glass exists a secondary pattern that not only 
indexes the geometry of the glass, emphasizing its curvature 
with its web-like veining, but is also the vehicle by which opacity 
gradients are controlled to obscure views both into and out of 

the building. 
 Solid conditions, such as existing shear walls, make it necessary 
for the pattern to translate to another material, stone. At their 
intersection the stone is carved three dimensionally into similar 
shapes as the slumped glass, blurring the line of the material 
transition. When the stone fl attens into a thinset cladding, the 
pattern is abstracted into a reveal condition. 
 The third material shapes the profi le of the facade. The web-
like laminate interlayer of the slumped glass is abstracted to 
create custom perforated metal panels for the roof canopy. 
 Beyond the formal and conceptual aspects of the glass facade 
system and general layout strategy are the performance qualities 
of the cladding. The double-layer facade system helps to regulate 
indoor air quality in a seasonal fashion by mechanically venting 
hot air up and out in the summer and heating and circulating the 
cooler air in the winter. 

WINDOW WALLMetroView™

kawneer.com  

© 2015 Kawneer Company, Inc.

Form and function, 
meet life.
Introducing the newest kid on the block: 
MetroView™ Window Wall 

Top to bottom, the new FG 501T Window Wall – 
the first in the MetroView™ Window Wall series –  
offers the look of a curtain wall with a slab-to-slab 
framing system that’s perfect for mid-rise multi-
family and commercial applications. With air and 
water performance equal to many curtain walls 
and a range of aesthetic options including slab 
edge covers for a seamless transition between 
floors, MetroView™ Window Wall offers a 
beautiful frame for life.  
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Other glass fabricators have digital printers. But no one makes them 
do what GGI can. Alice® 2.0 is the biggest, highest resolution direct-
to-glass printer, capable of handling up to 110”x 236”at 720 dpi. At 
GGI, we’re dedicated to making your most creative visions come 
alive, in glass.

Harvard Tata Hall, wood grain pattern 
printed with Alice® on low-iron, laminated, 
insulated glass, Boston, Massachusetts

800.431.2042 | sales@generalglass.com | generalglass.com
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aRcHItect: Jgma
Facade InstaLLatIon: 
ReFLectIon wIndows
poRceLaIn Facade FaBRIcatIon: 
poRceLanosa

The head-turning design of this 56,000-square-foot 
classroom building—an asymmetrical structure faced in 
glass, through-body porcelain tile, and solid surfacing—
makes it one of the most instantly recognizable landmarks 
for motorists on the Kennedy Expressway, a main highway 

leading into Chicago. 
 Converging diagonal lines lend a sense of dynamism to 
El Centro’s structure, which stands on a relatively compact 
base that is polyhedral in shape. For the building envelope, 
the architects used a ventilated facade system of porcelain 
tiles by Urbatek, a division of Porcelanosa. The deciding 
factor in choosing this material was its superior technical 
performance; it is impervious to UV light and temperature 
extremes. Another important factor was the modular 
formats (59.6 x 59.6 cm and smaller cut-down versions). 
The refl ective aspect of the facade boosts the natural light-
ing of the interior spaces, creating a pleasant atmosphere 

conducive to learning.
 The building footprint follows the geometry of the site, 
pushing toward the expressway to refl ect an urban street 
edge with parking hidden behind. This orientation allows 
the structure itself to act as a marketing tool, displaying the 
school’s colors on the vertical louvers that are rhythmically 
arrayed along the facade. The color of the building 
changes according to perspective, thanks to the two-faced 
porcelain panels. Drivers heading in the direction of down-
town Chicago pass an ediface that is yellow, while those 
driving westward see the building as blue.



Other glass fabricators have digital printers. But no one makes them 
do what GGI can. Alice® 2.0 is the biggest, highest resolution direct-
to-glass printer, capable of handling up to 110”x 236”at 720 dpi. At 
GGI, we’re dedicated to making your most creative visions come 
alive, in glass.

Harvard Tata Hall, wood grain pattern 
printed with Alice® on low-iron, laminated, 
insulated glass, Boston, Massachusetts

800.431.2042 | sales@generalglass.com | generalglass.com
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Sika high-tech facade solutions allow architects to thrive on freedom of design – on bold, enlightened solutions 

that fascinate the eye.  Curtain walls are a particularly complicated challenge for planners, because they not only 

set the character of the structure, but must also meet stringent performance requirements.  Sika Facade Systems 

product line of engineered silicone structural adhesives and sealants, are the very design tools that enable curtain 

wall construction to meet those demands.  To learn more about our wide range of fully tested, leading edge facade

products, give us a call at 1.800.688.7452 or visit our web site, www.sikausa.com/FFI.
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LONG TERM PERFORMANCE: 
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A custom, patterned architectural mesh 
shading system brings a cool look to the 
desert surroundings of the West Career & 
Technical Academy in Las Vegas, Nevada. Its 
clean lines boldly stand out against a jagged 
mountain backdrop, providing a sleek and 
modern protective facade for the academy. 
A mix of two Cambridge Architectural 
mesh patterns, Scale and Mid-Balance, 
blend tighter and open weaves, creating an 
overall design with a more interesting visual 
appearance and achieves varying degrees 
of light passage. While shading the facility’s 
inhabitants from the harsh Nevada sun, the 
steel fabric also refl ects the light, so that the 
building’s exterior appears sparkling from 

morning to dusk.
 Chosen for its ability to hold up in harsh 
climates, the recyclable mesh system protects 
the WCTA’s long rows of classroom windows 
from glaring sunlight and extreme heat. 
At the same time, the steel mesh facilitates 
maximum visual comfort to the facility’s 
occupants through daylighting, ensuring that 
faculty and students can enjoy the sun without 
it being a detriment to their productivity. 
Additionally, the building receives long-term 
benefi ts from this type of system because the 
product can withstand abrasive desert dust 
and other environmental factors, eliminating 
the need for its repair or replacement.
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product line of engineered silicone structural adhesives and sealants, are the very design tools that enable curtain 
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SOUtH taCOma aCtiVitY anD 
ReCReatiOn CenteR (StaR)
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PROFILE

aRcHItect: mILLeR HULL 
paRtneRsHIp 
geneRaL contRactoR: 
mILLeR constRUctIon
Facade constRUctIon: 
L.a. oLson constRUctIon

The primary functions of the South Tacoma 
Activity and Recreation (STAR) Center are 
arranged as an arced series of nesting units 
that open to the landscaped surroundings 
and offer views of nearby Mount Rainier. 
The Swisspearl cement-composite cladding 
features a unique graphic pattern and 
forms an integral part of an overarching 
sustainability strategy.

 The envelope of the steel-framed 
building emphasizes the distinction into two 
spatial layers: A lap siding chosen for its 
conventional scale, and in contrast, coral red 
Swisspearl panels set horizontally around 
blue-framed windows. The architects utilized 
an innovative angled cleat system to support 
the large panels, thus creating a fi shscale 
pattern. The ventilated facade is one of 

multiple energy-saving measures through 
which the STAR Center achieved LEED Gold 
accreditation. 
 Although similar panel materials were 
considered, the Swisspearl product was 
selected for this project because of the large 
panel size and the superior color and fi nish 
consistency, as well as its structural integrity, 
durability, and ease of maintenance.
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Don’t Replace Your Glass Facade
RENOVATE by Berkowitz

TM

GLASS RETROFIT SYSTEM

Ideal Solution for Existing/Occupied 
and Historical Buildings

• Uses Existing Facade Glass
• Creates a Triple Pane Insulating Unit
• Reduces Energy Use by 25%
• Enhances Sound Attenuation
• Minimal Installation 
 Disruption
• Potential Tax Credits
• Contributes to LEED

®

 & 
 Energy Star

®

• D.O.E. Report Available

www.RbBwindow.com
800.257.7827  

RENOVATE by Berkowitz
TM

One Gateway Blvd.
Pedricktown, NJ 08067
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The architect’s goal was to fi nd a material 
for the facade that embodied the philosophy 
of the client—Porsche Design—and clearly 
distinguish the boutique from the adjacent 
tenants in this upscale retail development. 
Budget, performance, and aesthetic 
concerns ruled out stone, tile, and fi ber 
cement board for the cladding. Says 
architect Eric Styer, “From a conceptual 

perspective, we were looking for a material 
that would provide a homogenous look, 
with the detail being a lack of detail; that is, 
we wanted to express the corner as a block 
of stone with the opening carved into it. 
We wanted to create a solid/void dialogue 
across the facade.”  
 The answer came in the form of Dekton, 
an ultracompact porcelain-based surfacing 

material. Offering zero-porosity, color and 
dimensional stability, and resistance to 
UV light and freeze/thaw cycles made it a 
perfect candidate for the project.   
 The facade is constructed as a rain screen 
that is structurally independent from the 
base building structural system, allowing 
some water and air circulation behind the 
1.2cm-thick, fi ve-foot by ten-foot Dekton 

panels, which are installed using a railing 
system. Detailed with mitered corners and 
three-inch returns that tuck just behind the 
storefront framing, the layout minimizes 
the amount of material and joints on the 
facade, creating a sophisticated appearance 
that reinforces the Porsche brand identity.

aRcHItect: dxU LLc
geneRaL contRactoR: 
RYan constRUctIon
stRUctURaL engIneeR: 
RocKeY stRUctURes
Facade sUppLIeR/FaBRIcatoR: 
cosentIno noRtH ameRIca
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WHEN IT’S YOUR JOB
TO GET THE WHOLE JOB DONE.
Fabcon Precast delivers functional aesthetics.

San Francisco-based
online image publishing giant 

Shutterfl y wanted to increase its 
delivery speed and bandwidth 

throughout the Midwest. With the 
help of Ryan Construction and 
Fabcon Precast, Shutterfl y now 
enjoys a new 217,000-square-
foot facility, with room for an 

89,000-square-foot addition. This 
build-to-suit project broke ground  
in late fall of 2013, but Shutterfl y 

was up and fully functional in 
time for the 2014 holiday season. 

Minnesota business is our business.  
Since 1972, Fabcon Precast concrete panels have been helping 

privately owned businesses and major corporations grow their 

footprint and increase their revenue. Our comprehensive service 

package of engineering, manufacturing, project logistics and 

installation simplifi es the process and shaves weeks and even months 

from the construction cycle—turning big deals, into done deals.

PRECAST WALL SYSTEMS - ENGINEERING - MANUFACTURING - INSTALLATION

©2015 Fabcon Precast

GET THE PICTURE

www.fabconprecast.com   |   952-890-4444

Fabcon’s crews are building envelope 
specialists. Their expertise speeds up 
your timeline and reduces the chance 

of unforeseeable problems.

MANUFACTURING
INSTALLATION

3615 Westview Drive | Deephaven | Minnesota 55391
p/ 952.926.3001  www.ostromcreative.com952.926.3001
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CRL U.S. Aluminum 
CRL U.S. Aluminum product  
lines include storefronts, 
entrance doors, window walls, 
curtain walls, sun control, and 
other systems. 
usalum.com

Rigidized Metals Corporation 
Rigidized Metals combine  
functionality and durability  
with beautiful finishes and 
rich textures to create three-
dimensional metal panels perfect 
for architectural, industrial, and 
transportation applications. 
rigidized.com

United Architectural Metals
This engineered wall and  
facade manufacturer makes  
preassembled glass structures  
for large commercial buildings. 
unitedarchitectural.com

Kalzip
Kalzip offers a top-quality standing- 
seam cladding system. It can be 
used for finishes roofs or facades, 
or the entire building envelope.
kalzip.com

Metalwërks
Founded in 1968, Metalwërks is a 
second-generation, family-owned 
product manufacturer and specialty  
contractor of architectural metal 
cladding and ornamental metal. 
Based in Kennett Square, PA,  
Metalwërks partners with architects,  
contractors, and owners to bring 
their visionary designs to life with 
precision engineering, fabrication, 
and installation.
metalwerksusa.com

Spectrum Metal Finishing
This Youngstown, Ohio–based 
metal coatings company specializes  
in the electroplating and electro-
deposition of many precious and 
semi-precious metals using a liquid  
and powder coating system. 
spectrummetal.com 

Cambridge Architectural
Cambridge specializes in the 
production of woven metal 
mesh, a durable and sustainable 
architectural component that is 
customized to suit an architect’s 
vision for any type of project.
cambridgearchitectural.com

Technical Fibre Products
Using a wet laid process, TFP 
manufactures high-performance 
nonwoven mats and veils  
composed of specialist fibers, 
including glass, metal-coated 
carbon, polyester, and aramid. 
tfpglobal.com

GKD
One of the nation’s leading  
metal fabrication companies,  
with its headquarters located 
in Cambridge, Maryland, GKD 
specializes in advanced weaving 
technology. It offers an extensive 
selection of weave patterns that 
will satisfy any project’s needs.
gkdmetalfabrics.com

Kawneer
With more than 100 years of inno-
vation and experience, Kawneer 
North America is the leading 
manufacturer of architectural alu-
minum products and systems for

 the commercial construction in-
dustry. The company’s extensive 
range of products—from curtain 
walls and entrances to framing 
systems and Kawneer and Traco 
windows—offer solutions for high 
thermal performance, hurricane 
resistance, blast mitigation and 
sun control.
kawneer.com

Kingspan
The Kingspan Group is dedicated 
to reducing energy waste by  
optimizing the building envelope. 
Our single component panels 
form the basis of complete building  
envelope systems, which maximize  
thermal performance while  
simplifying design and construction. 
kingspanpanels.us

Sapa
Sapa is the world leader in alu-
minum solutions, specializing in 
the development, manufacturing, 
value-added and sales operations 
of aluminum extrusions,
extrusion-based building systems 
and precision tubing.
sapagroup.com

greenscreen
Since 1993, this company has 
produced a welded wire trellis 
system. Using attachment clips, 
the panels can attach to a building  
facade, and span openings 
between floors or horizontally 
between posts.
greenscreen.com

 composItes
Sika
Sika is a leading supplier of 
specialty chemical products and 
industrial materials serving con-
struction and industrial markets. 
Its technologies are focused 
on sealing, bonding, damping, 
reinforcing and protecting. Sika’s 
product lines include concrete 
admixtures, specialty mortars, 
epoxies, structural strengthening 
systems, industrial flooring, seal-
ants, adhesives, specialty acous-
tic, and reinforcing materials.
sika.com

Bayer MaterialScience
Bayer MaterialScience, a Bayer 
Group company, manufactures 
high-tech polymer materials and 
develops innovative solutions for 
products used in many areas of 
daily life.
polyurethanes.bayer.com

Birdair
Birdair specializes in tensile 
architecture, which incorporates 
the use of recycled metals, and 
translucent fabric membrane 
roofs that are durable and allow 
natural daylight to filter through.
birdair.com

mouldCAM
This manufacturer of composite 
structures uses five-axis CNC 
machines to create complex 3D  
molds for the architecture, marine,  
industrial, and renewable energy 
markets.
mouldcam.com

LuminOre
LuminOre has a proprietary cold-
spray application process that 
applies a protective layer of metal 
over a variety of exterior facade 
surfaces, including concrete,  
fiberglass, and foam.
luminore.com

3form
3form’s global team of artisans 
produces a line of high-performance  
Koda XT materials that are made 
with 40 percent recycled content, 
are lightweight, designed to resist 
intense weather conditions and 
UV exposure.
3-form.com

Eternit
Eternit produces a wide range  
of functional and sustainable fiber 
cement facade panels that come 
in a variety of formats, forms, and 
colors and can be customized to the  
vision and needs of the architect.
eternit.at

Kreysler & Associates
This California-based digital  
fabrication company specializes  
in making custom composites  
for historic preservation, new  
construction, sculpture, and 
industrial applications. 
kreysler.com

Trespa
Trespa’s premier product line, 
Meteon, is a decorative high-
pressure compact laminate panel 
ideal for use in innovative and 
functional ventilated rain screen 
cladding systems, on its own, or in  
combination with other materials. 
trespa.com

Formica VIVIX
This company produces solid  
phenolic, engineered exterior 
facade panels that are blast- 
resistant, weather and UV-resistant,  
easily maintained, modifiable, and 
come in a variety of solid colors, 
patterns, and wood grains.
formica.com
 
Swisspearl
Swisspearl develops innovative 
and sustainable products made  
of natural materials for use in  
the building envelope, the interior 
design and the garden, having 
mastered the highly demanding  
production processes for integrally  
colored cement composite panels. 
The company has more than sixty 
contractual partners in over fifty 
countries, thereby ensuring that  
it is always close to its customers.
swisspearl.com

AkzoNobel 
AkzoNobel is a leading global 
paints and coatings company 
and a major producer of specialty 
chemicals. The firm supplies 
industries worldwide with innova-
tive, sustainable products.
akzonobel.com

 ceRamIcs/
 concRete

Boston Valley Terra Cotta
Boston Valley Terra Cotta is the 
leading manufacturer of custom 
architectural terra cotta for 
restoration of historic facades 
and creation of high performance 
building envelopes. Having been 
in the ceramic manufacturing 
business for over 120 years, the 
company has a proven commit-
ment to quality.
bostonvalley.com

Porcelanosa
In addition to ceramic tile and 
hardwood for interior uses, this 
company produces rain screen 
ventilated facade systems for  
porcelain and solid surfaces and

 bonded facades for porcelain tiles 
or solid surfaces or raised access 
flooring for exterior and interior 
applications
porcelanosa-usa.com

TAKTL
TAKTL employs a new ultra high 
performance concrete formulation,  
which has four times the strength 
of traditional concrete, allowing for 
the low-cost and environmentally  
friendly production of structures 
that require 70 percent less material. 
taktl-llc.com

YKK AP America
YKK AP assists architects and 
engineers in achieving LEED 
certification with products like the 
recently launched enerGfacade 
series, featuring ThermaShade 
sunshades, the industry’s  
only sunshade system with a 
thermal barrier. 
ykkap.com

Cooperative Ceramica d’Imola
This Italian company produces 
glazed porcelain stoneware and 
porcelain stoneware for ventilated 
facades. The material comes in  
a wide range of sizes, colors, and 
finishes.
ccimolaproject.com

Casalgrande Padana
This company produces cutting-
edge cladding systems made 
from ceramic materials with  
superior functional characteristics 
that enhance the thermal  
performance of walls.
casalgrandepadana.com

Dekton by Cosentino
A leader in the natural stone sector,  
Cosentino is the producer of 
Dekton, an ultra compact surfacing  
and cladding material that is a 
blend of the raw materials used to  
produce glass and porcelain as well  
as the highest quality quartz surfaces.
dekton.com

Shildan
Shildan produces terracotta rain 
screen and sunscreen products for 
energy efficient building facades.  
Its Alphaton panel is made from 
extruded double-leaf terracotta 
strengthened by a chain of internal  
I-beam supports. 
shildan.com 

Grespania Ceramica
Grespania is a Spanish company 
specializing in porcelain floor and 
ceramic wall tiling. 
grespania.com 

Lea Ceramiche
Lea’s Slimtech series is an ideal 
solution for external cladding.  
The ultra-thin, large-format 
porcelain stoneware slabs can be 
installed on facades with a variety 
of fastening systems.
ceramichelea.it

Interceramic 
This producer of ceramic, porce-
lain, and natural stone tiles used 
in floor and wall applications 
features a green line of durable 
products manufactured with natu-
ral clays and minerals, helping 
architects obtain LEED certifica-
tion credits. 
interceramicusa.com  

NBK Ceramic 
This leading terracotta facade 
company produces high-quality,

 durable, eco-friendly products. Its 
TERRART product line provides 
architects with a suspended 
facade system that incorporates 
ventilation and pressure-equalizing  
elements in order to extend the 
life of the building skin.
nbkterracotta.com

Thermocromex
As the exclusive agent/distributor  
of Thermocromex in North 
America, South America, Central 
America, and the Carribbean, 
Southwest Progressive Enterprises  
has served the architectural and 
construction communities for 
nearly a quarter century through 
its representation and distribution 
of European wall finishes for both 
interior and exterior use.
thermocromex.com

Fabcon
Fabcon is an expert in precast and 
prestressed concrete products.
fab-con.usa

 gLass
Viracon
This architectural glass fabricator 
recently launched a new product, 
VUE-30, a high-performance glass 
coating that allows for enhanced 
visible light transmittance and 
enables architects to maximize 
window-to-wall ratios while 
meeting and exceeding domestic 
energy code requirements.
viracon.com

Guardian Industries 
Guardian manufactures float 
glass and fabricated glass  
products such as EcoGuard 
Pattern, a low iron annealed 
tempered pattern glass that 
provides optimal energy and light 
transmission for photovoltaic 
energy systems. 
guardian.com

General Glass
GGI offers one of the broadest 
selections of architectural, decora-
tive, and specialty glass available, 
but we also offer services that 
allow architects and designers 
to do more and more interesting 
things with glass. From advanced 
machinery to flexible shipments, 
digital printing to CNC finishing, 
the company specializes in cre-
ative and logistical challenges.
generalglass.com

View Inc.
View Inc. manufactures a new 
generation of architectural 
dynamic glass that intelligently 
adjusts in response to external 
conditions and user preferences, 
enabling unparalleled control over 
the amount of light and heat that 
enters a building. 
viewglass.com

PPG Industries 
This leading coatings and  
specialty products company  
produces Starphire Ultra-Clear 
Glass which transmits 91 percent 
of light, providing the highest 
level of durability and transparency  
in the industry.  
ppg.com

ES Windows 
This company manufactures  
and installs aluminum and glass 
windows, doors, and curtain 
walls all over the world. 
tiswcorp.com

C.R. Laurence  
C.R. Laurence is an ISO9001:2008 
certified premier manufacturer 
and supplier to the glazing and 
architectural industries. 
crlaurence.com  

Skyline Windows 
When the Empire State  
Building needed to replicate the 
windows of its 82nd floor they 
commissioned Skyline Windows, 
a premier designer and  
manufacturer of custom designed 
energy efficient window systems, 
to complete the project. 
skylinewindows.com

MechoSystems 
MechoSystems is a pioneer 
developer of energy efficient solar 
shading systems that provide 
solutions to brightness, glare, and 
solar control problems. 
mechosystems.com

J.E Berkowitz 
J.E Berkowitz, LP fabricates 
architectural glass products, 
including insulating, heat-treated, 
silkscreen, and spandrel glass, 
laminated glass, all-glass doors and 
entrances, and point-supported  
glass systems and canopies. 
jeberkowitz.com

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope 
This company designs, engineers,  
tests, and manufactures all 
products necessary in the delivery 
of the building envelope: curtain 
wall, windows, storefronts, doors, 
skylights, and architectural glass. 
oldcastlebe.com

Technoform Bautec 
This company specializes in 
structural thermal insulation in 
aluminum windows, doors, and 
facade systems. 
technoform-bautec.us

Cricursa 
Providing sophisticated glass 
solutions, this Barcelona-based 
company produces curved and 
flat interior and exterior glass  
as well as decorative, safety, and 
energy efficient glass. 
cricursa.com

Pulp Studio
Pulp Studio, a pioneer in the glass 
industry, has been committed to 
the manufacturing of specialty 
glass products since 1996. The 
Los Angeles-based company is 
recognized for producing superior 
architectural glass.
pulpstudio.com

SageGlass 
The company makes switchable 
glazing that goes from clear to 
dark with the flip of a switch, 
letting natural light fill a building 
or blocking out unwanted heat 
gain depending on the needs of 
the user. 
sageglass.com

sedak
A premium supplier of insulating 
glass and safety glass with maxi-
mum formats. As the global lead-
ing glass finisher, the company 
provides panes with measures 
up to 3.2m x 15m: processed, 
toughened, laminated, imprinted, 
coated, and insulating glass.
sedak.com
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THURSDAY 2
LECTURE
Atlases Against Empire: A 
Woman Measures the City
6:30 p.m.
City College of New York
The Great Hall of Shepard
Covenant Avenue at 138th St.
ccny.cuny.edu

FRIDAY 3
EVENT
Extrastatecraft and Expulsions 
(Keller Easterling and  
Saskia Sassen)
12:00 p.m.
Columbia Graduate School 
of Architecture, Planning and 
Preservation
Wood Auditorium
1172 Amsterdam Ave.
arch.columbia.edu 

MONDAY 6
EVENT
Resiliency, Design and a 
Market Evolution
6:15 p.m. 
District Architecture Center
421 Seventh St. NW
Washington, D.C.
aiadc.com 

TUESDAY 7
EVENT
Rescued, Restored, Reimag-
ined: NY School of Interior 
Design Exhibition Tour
2:30 p.m. 
Museum of the City of New York
1220 Fith Ave.
mcny.org 

WEDNESDAY 8
EVENT
Smart Growth:  
Chinatown Green Streets
12:30 p.m. 
National Building Museum
401 F St. NW
Washington, D.C.
go.nbm.org 

THURSDAY 9
EVENTS
Architecture’s  
Appeal Launch
6:00 p.m.
Parsons School of Design
Glass Corner 
Parsons East Building
25 East 13th St.
events.newschool.edu 

FRIDAY 10
SYMPOSIUM
Therapeutic  
Landscapes
9:00 a.m.
University of Pennsylvania 
School of Design
102 Meyerson Hall
210 South 34th St.
Philadelphia
design.upenn.edu

LECTURE
Housing the Majority
12:00 p.m. 
Columbia Graduate  
School of Architecture
Wood Auditorium
1172 Amsterdam Ave.
arch.columbia.edu 

TUESDAY 14
EVENT
Passive House New England
6:30 p.m. 
Boston Society of Architects 
290 Congress St., Boston
architects.org 

WEDNESDAY 15
EVENT
Spotlight on Design:  
Bjarke Ingels 
6:00p.m. 
National Building Museum 
401 F St. NW, Washington, D.C.
go.nbm.org 

LECTURE
High-Performance Buildings: 
Passive Strategies  
with Active Pursuit
4:30 p.m. 
421 Seventh St. NW
Washington, D.C.
aiadc.com

THURSDAY 16
EVENT
Inside 3D Printing
10:00 a.m. 
Javits Convention Center
65 West 34th St.
inside3dprinting.com 

FRIDAY 17
EVENT
Construction Tour: National 
Museum of African American 
History and Culture
4:00 p.m. 
National Museum of African 
American History and Culture
1500 Constitution Ave. NW
Washington, D.C.
aiadc.com 

ALMA THOMAS: MOVINg HEAVEN & EARTH,  
PAINTINgS AND WORkS ON PAPER, 1958–1978
Michael Rosenfeld Gallery
100 11th Avenue at 19th Street
New York, New York
Through May 16

Focusing on the two final decades of Alma Thomas’ life, 
this exhibition displays the late-blooming artist’s most 
vibrant paintings on the monumental canvases she became 
celebrated for in the 1960s and 70s. Inspired by nature, 
recent discoveries in the sciences, and her observation of 
earthly and celestial phenomena, Thomas’ experimentations 
with vigorous, rhythmic colors and abstraction resulted  
in modern art unencumbered by political and historical 
intentions, and vested merely in the enjoyment of art itself. 
This marks the second time Thomas’ work will be exhibited  
at the Michael Rosenfeld Gallery. Her first show, Alma 
Thomas: Phantasmagoria, Major Paintings from the 1970s, 
was held in 2001. 
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THE ARCHITECT’S NEWSPAPER, THE EAST’S ONLY
ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN TABLOID.

FREE FOR REGISTERED ARCHITECTS IN THE NORTHEAST
AREA WITH VALID STATE R.A. NUMBERS
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SUNDAY 19
EVENTS
Before Modernism:  
The What, Where and  
Why of American  
Synagogue Architecture 
before WWII 
1:00 p.m. 
Jewish Historical Society of 
Greater Washington 
701 Third St. NW
Washington, D.C.
aiadc.com 

Status Symbols in  
the Byzantine World
11:00 a.m. 
Metropolitan Museum of Art
1000 Fifth Ave., 82nd St.
metmuseum.org 

SUNDAY 26
EXHIBITION CLOSINg
Vitra - Design, Architecture,  
Communication: A European  
Project with American Roots
Philadelphia Art Museum
2600 Benjamin Franklin Pkwy.
Philadelphia
philamuseum.org 

THURSDAY 30
EVENT
Drawing on the  
Architectural Image
6:30 p.m. 
National Building Museum
401 F St. NW
Washington, D.C.
go.nbm.org 

for more lisTinGs visiT bloG.ArchPAPer.com/diAry/
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Among the most overused and least 
understood words these days are “working 
with the community” and “community 
input.” Developers, designers, and planners 
bring a project to a community and then 
try to “work with” that community on 
its acceptance; they tinker somewhat in 
response to “public input.” But they come 
to “educate” the community, not to “be 
educated” by it, and fail to recognize that 
local wisdom trumps distant expertise more 
times than not. Missed is recognition that 
building on that local wisdom offers the best 
chance of project acceptance and success.
 In Building Together: Case Studies in 
Participatory Planning and Community 
Building, designer Roger Katan and planner 
Ronald Shiffman illustrate the true meaning 
of collaborative design and planning through 
which the destiny of a community remains 
in local hands. Examples are offered with 
a great substantive and geographic range: 
a new multi-service center and renovating 
buildings to create a settlement house 
combined with elderly housing in East 
Harlem; a locally-conceived housing cluster 
in the Paris suburb of Meudon, France; 
accommodating the expansion of a local 
manufacturer without undermining its 
surrounding residential neighborhood in 
Greenpoint, Brooklyn; working with a self-
help community of homeless people to 

develop self-built and self-managed housing 
in Pereira, Colombia. There are more, a 
diverse assortment, even a micro-credit 
union as a tool for neighborhood self-
management in 1976 that evolved by 2012 
into a national savings federation in Burkina 
Faso in West Africa.
 None of these efforts are new, which 
means each story is revealed over time from 
creation to completion. But in one sense, 
they are timeless, all with relevance to the 
needs of diverse societies today. But one 
key to them all is what Shiffman calls 
“consistency over long periods of time. 
No one parachutes in and leaves.”
 Katan and Shiffman followed different 
paths and came together in the 1960s, an 
interesting but challenging time. Moroccan-
born, educated at the École des Beaux Arts 
and MIT, Katan had left a dream design job 
with the architectural fi rm of Louis Kahn in 
Philadelphia to live and work in East Harlem 
while teaching at Pratt Institute; Shiffman, 
Pratt-educated in architecture and planning, 
was then a graduate student hired to 
work for a unit at Pratt that was to morph 
into the Pratt Center for Community and 
Environmental Development inspired by the 
writing of Jane Jacobs. Shiffman had just 
been asked by Pratt to work with residents to 
develop a program to address urban decline 
in Bedford                        continued on page 54

“Berlin ist eine Reise wert” (Berlin is always 
worth a trip) the catchy title of a tourist guide 
from the 1950s, has been quoted over and 

over again, suggesting to many expats 
to “always still have a suitcase in Berlin,” 
like Marlene Dietrich always claimed. And 

yes, Berlin is (still) always worth a trip for 
the culturally interested architect and art 
connoisseur. We all are quite familiar with 
the numerous contemporary architectural 
masterpieces that have been accumulating 
in Berlin West and now East since the 
Second World War. But Baroque Berlin? 
Who knew?!
 It is a pleasure to hold the little book 
Schlüter in Berlin, Stadtführer, A City Guide, 
in one’s hand. It was published recently 
in connection with an exhibition in spring 
2014 at the Bode Museum with the title 

Schlossbaumeister Andreas Schlüter, und 
das barocke Berlin (royal building master 
Andreas Schlüter and the baroque Berlin). 
It might seem at fi rst surprising to plan 
to view baroque sculpture and architecture 
in Berlin, as one might assume that such 
works of art were eliminated, looted, or 
blown up into bits and pieces with the help 
of Berlin’s violent past. It has always been 
a bit unnerving to me to pursue the affect 
of baroque works of art and architecture 
and admire its beauty and truly gripping 
effect with the accompanying bad political 
consciousness, as these artists usually were 
employed by re-strengthened conservative 
counter reformations and new forms of 
absolutist governments. How can we love 
the aesthetic effect so much but abhor its 
political aims? 
 The different writers that were engaged to 
shed some light onto the numerous works by 
Andreas Schlüter are very good at pointing 
out that the work we see has been produced 
to refl ect the aspirations of the highly 
ambitious Frederick I, who desired to put 
the city of Berlin back on the map after it was 
decimated to 6,000 inhabitants by the Thirty 
Year’s War. He wanted to measure himself 
and his aspirations for power with Paris 
(450,000 inhabitants at that time) and Rome, 
an even more far-fetched aim. To do so, he 
hired Schlüter in 1694 in order to have at his 
court an architect/sculptor who could help 
him design the buildings and sculptures that 
would refl ect his grand aspirations. Indeed, 
all these aspirations did end in the crowning 
of Frederick as the King of Prussia in 1701. 
 Schlüter seemed as good a choice as one 
could get at the time. He was well known, 
was well travelled, and had just worked for 
the king of Poland. Obviously he knew Ber-
nini and his cohorts and his aspiration was 
to become a                     continued on page 54

PRUSSIAN BAROQUE
Schlüter in Berlin, Stadtführer, A City Guide
By Hans-Ulrich Kessler
Hirmer Publishers, $17.00
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REAL COLLABORATION
Building Together: Case Studies in Participatory Planning and Community Building
By Roger Katan with Ronald Shiffman
New Village Press, $19.95
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Maximilian Roch: Schloß und die Lange Brücke 
mit dem Reiterstandbild des Großen Kurfürsten, 
Berlin, 1842.
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A self-help housing project lead by Roger 
Katan on Tumaco Island off the coast of 
Colombia, 1983.
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reAl collAborATion continued from 

page 53  Stuyvesant; that work led to the 
establishment of the Bedford Stuyvesant 
Restoration Corporation, the fi rst community-
based development effort in the country. 
They worked together on some of the 
projects offered in the book, but mostly 
they were following parallel paths, admiring 
and learning from each other. These projects 
represent the early stirrings of what has 
become known as “advocacy planning.” 
They were young, somewhat idealistic, 
but with skills of great value to people who 
needed everything and not a clue where 
to begin, surely a circumstance true today. 

Young professionals, take note.
 Nineteen-sixties urban renewal was 
at its height. Few were the Davids to this 
Goliath. Maybe Katan and Shiffman were 
too young to know better, but they forged 
ahead and, in the process, learned lessons 
worth absorbing today. Urban renewal 
may not be today’s Goliath, but surely high 
stakes, high impact development of all 
kinds is everywhere.
 Some of the lessons offered here 
have been learned to some extent. More 
cross-disciplinary collaborative work is 
occurring; some silos are being penetrated. 
Indigenous building techniques from 
around the globe are gaining respect and 
new adherents. The public in some places 
is better educated about development, often 
eager to offer sophisticated alternatives 
to inappropriate plans. Local empowerment 
is not an alien concept. Professionals are 
learning to listen, really listen, to citizen 
voices making possible new and formidable 
partnerships. Equity and socially responsible 
design are not the foreign concepts they 
were in the 1960s, but are not as prevalent 
as they should be. The winds of change 
are out there bringing more of these ideas 
and practices to the forefront. A new 
generation seems poised to take up the 
challenge. For inspiration and some ideas 
for directions to follow, no better place to 
begin can be found than in the pages of 
this book.

ROBERTA BRANDES GRATZ IS AN AWARD-

WINNING JOURNALIST WHOSE NEW BOOK, WE’RE 
STILL HERE YA BASTARDS: HOW THE PEOPLE OF 
NEW ORLEANS REBUILT THEIR CITY, WILL BE 

PUBLISHED THIS JUNE.

If getting ahead were easy, every property professional would be on top. Being 
successful requires knowing exactly where to find expert insights on ways to 
increase operational efficiency, heighten asset performance, and improve net 
operating income. The BOMA International Annual Conference & Expo’s 
innovative educational program brings it all together like no other professional 
CRE event, giving you the powerful competitive advantage you need to create 
and sustain lasting success—for your property’s performance and your career. 

WHAT’S THE SECRET
TO SUCCESS
IN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE?

Commercial Real Estate—Inside & Out

www.BOMAConference.org > Register Today and Save $100

and sustain lasting success—for your property’s performance and your career. 

PrussiAn bAroQue continued from 

page 53  recognizable force north of the 
Alps. What is surprising today is how 
much of his work is still around and how 
much survived the Second World War. 
Unfortunately, Berlin City Palace, after 
having survived the war quite well, was 
then blown up for ideological reasons by the 
East Berlin Socialist government in the 50s. 
It is too bad though that the book seems to 
suggest that a simulated re-erection of the 
lost Palace as a new business center is an 
acceptable solution today. The book shows 
a lot more sculptures than buildings, not 
that surprising, as especially in that period, 
architecture as a profession was normally 

folded into the activities of a sculptor. One 
example is the re-envisioning of the Berlin 
City Palace’s facade, which by 1701 was 
fi nished to serve as the new background of 
the crowning of Frederick. 
 One can see parallels to Rome in this story. 
Bernini was fi red from a job because of weak 
foundations. The same happened to Schlüter, 
who lost his royal building director’s job 
after a few years when the new tower he 
had designed started to sink after arriving 
at the 60-meter mark. It was supposed 
to be 100 meters tall. It was not the fi rst 
time the sculptor/architect was entrusted 
with large-scale building endeavors that 
resulted in rather basic technical failures. 
 The guide shows that Schlüter was 
majorly involved in the decoration of the 
Arsenal at the same time he was involved 
with the Palace and later on was able 
to design the sarcophagi for Frederick’s 
early deceased wife, Sophie Charlotte, and 
the king himself, who died in 1713. The 
Chancellery in St. Mary, the Portal for Daniel 
Männlich the Elder and his wife’s tomb, 
the equestrian Statue to the Great Elector, 
and other wonderful spaces, decorations, 
and artifacts are well documented, their 
historical background well described and 
well located (as most of them were moved 
around) in this book. It is a pleasure to 
be able to use this small guide to go onto 
a hunt for baroque greatness in Prussian 
Berlin. What a surprise!
DAGMAR RICHTER TEACHES ARCHITECTURE AT 

PRATT INSTITUTE. 
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Theodor lubieniecki: Kopf eines sternbenden 
Kriegers, berlin, 1696.
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Alufl am USA | Phone 562-926-9520 | Fax 562-404-1394
Email info@alufl am-usa.com | www.alufl am-usa.com

Fire-Rated Aluminum Window 

And Door Systems

For beauty, the best in safety and 

design fl exibility look to Alufl am. 

Built to blend effortlessly with 

non-rated storefront and curtain 

wall systems, our virtually limitless 

portfolio includes true extruded 

aluminum vision doors, windows 

and glazed walls fi re-rated for up to 

120 minutes. You’ll see why we’ve 

become the favorite of architects 

and installers alike. Alufl am gives 

you a barrier to fi re, not inspiration.

Fire Protection. 
Design Perfection.
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AIA Continuing Education System Provider

Pratt Manhattan 
Center for Continuing &
Professional Studies
144  West 14 th Street, Rm 209
New York, NY 10011
www.pratt.edu/prostudies

Professional 
Development 
Training For:

Autodesk 
Training In:

Draw It.
Build It.
Make It.

Autodesk® Authorized Training Center

AutoCAD®

AutoCAD® Architecture

Autodesk® 3ds Max®

Autodesk® 3ds Max® Design

Autodesk® Revit® Architecture

Autodesk® Revit® Structure

AIA Professional Development

Architects
Designers
Engineers
Facilities Managers

For a free catalog or 
more information call
855-551-7727 
or e-mail: prostudy@pratt.edu

MARKETPLACE
The Architect’s Newspaper Marketplace 
showcases products and services. 
Formatted 1⁄8 page or 1⁄4 page ads are available as at right.
Kevin Hoang
21 Murray Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10007
TEL 212-966-0630 / FAX 212-966-0633 / khoang@archpaper.com

Steve Stankiewicz   Industrial Williamsburg  Limited edition Artist's book of 30 etchings  printed on Rives BFK paper with distressed metal cover.

EDITIONS FINE ART PRINT PUBLISHERS

37-18 NORTHERN BLVD

SUITE LL009
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY11101
718 786 5553
info@vandeb.com
www.vandeb.com

esto.comDavid Sundberg Photographs Architecture
One World Trade Center /SOM 
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Technical specifications                  No-Ha®
2.0   Slide 

( patented product ) 
Technical Specifications

The No-Ha 2.0 Slide is a door handle that recedes into the door 
panel and can be used on all sliding doors that slide into the wall or in 
front of it. 

The handle has the same look as the No-Ha 2.0 
for revolving doors. 
The No-Ha cover plate is not part of the 
mechanism so that it can be made to match the 
finish of the door panel. 

The No-Ha cover plate is available as an 
accessory in MDF and in brushed stainless 
steel.

The milling in the door panel is the same as 
with the No-Ha 2.0 revolving doors. 
An extra piece must be fitted on the top of 
sliding doors that slide into the wall so that the 
door can be drawn out of the wall. 

Measurements:
- Opening: 87mm x 45mm 
- Cover plate: 85.5mm x 43.5mm 
- Note: The cover plate is made to match the surface finish of 
the door panel and is NOT part of the door handle 
mechanism.

                    Handle for sliding doors 

Handle 2 sides for Slidingdoors 
 38 mm +    43 mm +    48 mm +   

NS 200   NS 205   NS 210    

 
 

Handle 1 side for sliding doors :NS 105
27 mm+    38 mm+ 

 
 
 
 
         For cupboards and drawers see No-Ha single
 
 
 
 

B- 3545 Halen – Belgiën   tel: +32 (0)489 511 741  -  info@no-ha.com –    www.no-ha.com 
 
 

RAYDOOR.COM   |   212.421.0641

Reflections of  history.
Handmade craftsmanship.

Pulp Studio, Inc.  3211 S. La Cienega Blvd.  Los Angeles, CA 90016
T: 310-815-4999  F: 310-815-4990  E: sales@pulpstudio.com

Find out more: www.pulpstudio.com/products/antique-mirror

Antique Mirror by Pulp Studio, Inc.

for Architect’s Newspaper
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modulararts.com  206.788.4210

seamless, glass 
reinforced gypsum in 
self-aligning modules. 

seamless, glass 
reinforced gypsum in 

Hombre™ PANEL ©2010 modularArts, Inc.



Unlike typical representations of 
buildings in photography, which are 
often carefully composed, idealized, 
unpopulated, and adjusted for 
perspective to capture the intentions 
of the architect, in Book for 
Architects the Berlin-based artist 
Wolfgang Tillmans captures a 
cumulative portrait of contemporary 
architecture that is familiar in both 
its beauty and failure.
  For Book for Architects, a two-
screen video projection on view at 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
for the fi rst time since its debut at 

the 2014 Venice Architecture 
Biennale, Tillmans photographed 
in, on, and around buildings in 37 
countries on fi ve continents. The 
videos cycle through still images 
in pairs and sequences of over 
450 buildings, sometimes captured 
gloriously at sunset, others are 
decaying, disintegrating, broken. He 
presents a tangled mess of wires 
and pipes and patched-up ceilings 
as thoughtfully as he documents a 
stream of daylight that transforms 
three colors on a wall. 
 The images are composed 

carefully by Tillmans. Parts of 
cities, rooms, and streetscapes 
layer over one another, while series 
of similarities or connected ideas 
emerge as beautifully mundane 
vignettes of bathrooms, staircases, 
or corridors. There is a chemistry—
a sentient meaning and interrela-
tionship between the images that 
can only be articulated by a sense 
of honesty and frankness about the 
built environment.
 Original in both content, format, 
and scale, Tillmans’ presentation 
of architecture as layered images 
refl ects a notion of the collaged 
city, the jutting and jarring of 
buildings and streets, as well as 

the very composed editing and 
sequences of time and space. The 
conceit to present the work on 
perpendicular walls and to design 
the seating structure as a staggered 
series of benches, close to the 
projection, creating an intense 
and intimate space, is also a vivid 
experience in which to view the 
work. The pace and scale of the 
images also refl ects a contemporary 
condition of the culture of viewing 
and seeing images. 
 The totality and accumulation of 
the photographs explore everyday 
experiences of architecture. Some 
images appear to be taken from a 
moving train, others were made in 

airports, stairwells, hotel corridors, 
and offi ces. There are moments of 
strangeness, wit, poetry, and beauty 
as well as disappointment and 
occasionally despair. Although the 
hand of an architect, and even the city 
or country, is not always apparent, 
Tillmans presents a personal 
view of contemporary architecture 
that is recognizable to everyone.

Book for Architects is on display 
in gallery 919 at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, until 
July 5, 2015. 

BEATRICE GALILEE IS THE DANIEL 

BRODSKY ASSOCIATE CURATOR OF 

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN AT THE 

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART.
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Contact your Unilock Representative for samples, product information and to arrange a Lunch & Learn for your team. 

CREATE.
Begin with your inspired 
vision.

COLLABORATE.
Trusted, experienced and on 
the cutting edge of paving 
stone technology, the Unilock 
team has the expertise and 
customer service to fully 
develop your creative paving 
designs.

CUSTOMIZE.
Unilock will create a unique 
custom look for your next 
project. Optimizing color, 
fi nish, texture and size, our 
team will work closely with 
you from start to fi nish to 
make your designs a reality.   

UNILOCK.COM     1-800-UNILOCK

YOUR ONE VISION.

           OUR INFINITE CHOICES.

PROJECT: Storrs Center. Mansfi eld, Connecticut.

DESIGN:  Kent + Frost Landscape Architecture

PRODUCT: Series 3000® and Eco-Priora™ with Series 3000 fi nish . 

Eco-Priora is a permeable installation.
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